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Look around and chose your own
ground
For long you live and high you fly
And smiles you’ll give and tears
you’ll cry
And all you touch and all you see
Is all your life will ever be
(Pink Floyd ”Breathe”)

Abstract
Periodic structures, such as frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) and photonic band-gap (PBG)
materials, exhibit total reﬂection in speciﬁc frequency bands while total transmission in other
bands. They ﬁnd numerous applications in a large ﬁeld of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
For example, in the microwave region, they are used to increase the eﬃciency of reﬂector
antennas. In the far-infrared region they are used in designing polarizers, beam splitters,
mirrors for improving the pumping eﬃciency in molecular lasers, as components of infrared
sensors, etc.
To set a solid basis for the analysis of periodic structures, we have ﬁrst studied the most com-
monly used technique, the integral equation (IE) solved by the method of moments (MoM).
IE-MoM is particularly well-suited for the analysis of printed planar structures. In any IE-
MoM numerical implementation the eﬃcient evaluation of the corresponding Green’s functions
(GFs) is of paramount importance. This is especially true for IE analysis of periodic structures
whose GFs are slowly converging inﬁnite sums. The systematic study of existing acceleration
algorithms of general and speciﬁc types, used to accelerate the evaluation of periodic GFs,
has been performed. We propose a new and eﬃcient method for acceleration of multilayered
periodic GFs that successfully combines the advantages of Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform.
In structures operating at higher frequencies (thin ﬁlms in millimeter and submillimeter
wave bands or with self supporting metallic plates) the thickness of metallic screens must be
taken into account. The existing full-wave approaches for simulating these structures double
the number of unknowns as compared to that one of the zero-thickness case. Moreover, the
thick aperture problem asks for the computation of cavity Green’s functions, which is a diﬃ-
cult and time-consuming task for apertures of arbitrary cross-sections. This thesis addresses
the problem of scattering by periodic apertures in conducting screens of ﬁnite thickness by
introducing an approximate and computationally eﬃcient formulation. This formulation con-
sists in treating the thick aperture as an inﬁnitely thin one and in using the correction term
in integral equation kernel that accounts for the screen thickness. The number of unknowns
remains the same as in the zero-thickness screens and evaluation of complicated cavity Green’s
functions is obviated, which yields computationally eﬃcient routines.
Key words: numerical modeling, electromagnetics, method of moments, integral
equation, periodic structures, accelerating techniques, thick screens
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Zusammenfassung
Periodische Strukturen wie z. B. frequenzselektive Fla¨chen und Materialien mit photonischen
Bandlu¨cken haben als charakteristische Eigenschaft, daß sie in bestimmten Frequenzba¨ndern
eine einfallende Welle vollsta¨ndig reﬂektieren wa¨hrend sie in anderen vo¨llig durchsichtig sind.
Sie ﬁnden sich in ein einem weiten Feld von elektromagnetischen Anwendungen. Im Mikrow-
ellenbereich zum Beispiel werden sie eingesetzt, um den Wirkungsgrad von Reﬂektorantennen
zu verbessern. Im infraroten Frequenzbereich ﬁnden sie sich in Polarisatoren, in Strahlenteil-
ern, als Spiegel in molekularen Lasern, um deren Pumpleistung zu verbessern, in Sensoren,
usw.
Zur Simulation von periodischen Strukturen eignet sich besonders ein Ansatz, der auf Inte-
gralgleichungen und der Momentenmethode basiert. Dieser Ansatz ist vor allem fu¨r gedruckte,
planare Schaltungen geeignet und wurde deshalb in einer ersten Phase genauer betrachtet.
Seine eﬃziente Anwendung ha¨ngt sehr stark von der Berechnung der involvierten Greenschen
Funktionen ab. Deren rasche Berechnung ist um so wichtiger wenn es sich um periodische
Strukturen handelt, da deren Darstellung als unendliche Summe besonders langsam kon-
vergiert. Aus diesem Grund wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine tiefergehende Studie von
Verfahren zur Konvergenzbeschleunigung durchgefu¨hrt. Dabei wurden sowohl allgemeine als
auch problemspeziﬁsche Verfahren betrachtet. Aus dieser Studie resultiert eine neuer, eﬃzien-
ter Algorithmus zur Beschleunigung von Greenschen Funktionen wie sie in mehrschichtigen,
periodischen Strukturen auftreten. Er beruht auf einer Kombination der Beschleunigungsver-
fahren von Shanks und Ewald.
Ein weiteres Problem, das im Zusammenhang mit periodischen Strukturen auftritt, ist
die endliche Dicke von metallischen Fla¨chen. Der Einﬂuß der endlichen Dicke macht sich
versta¨rkt bemerkbar fu¨r ho¨here Frequenzen und ist im Milli- und Mikrowellenbereich nicht
mehr vernachla¨ssigbar. Die Beru¨cksichtigung der endlichen Dicke geht meist einher mit einer
gro¨ßeren Anzahl von Unbekannten in der Modellierung im Vergleich zu einem Ansatz, bei dem
die Metallisierung als unendlich du¨nn angenommen wird. Ha¨uﬁg verdoppelt sich dabei deren
Anzahl. In dieser Arbeit wurde ein anderer Weg gewa¨hlt: Ausgehend von einer unendlich
du¨nnen Metallisierung wurde die endliche Dicke durch einen Korrektionsterm beru¨cksichtigt.
Dies hat den Vorteil, daß die Anzahl der Unbekannten genauso groß ist, wie im Fall einer
unendlich du¨nnen Metallisierung und dennoch der Einﬂuß der endlichen Dicke beru¨cksichtigt
werden kann. Dieser Ansatz zeichnet sich besonders dadurch aus, daß die Simulationszeit im
Vergleich zum Fall einer unendlich du¨nnen Metallﬂa¨che nur unwesentlich erho¨ht wird.
Schlu¨sselwo¨rter: Numerische Modellierung, Elektromagnetismus, Momenten-
methode, Integralgleichungen, perdiodische Strukturen, Konvergenzbeschleuni-
gung, Metallisierungen endlicher Dicke
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Version abre´ge´e
Les structures pe´riodiques, telles que les surfaces se´lectives en fre´quences et les mate´riaux
photoniques a` bande interdite, assurent une re´ﬂexion ou une transmission totale des signaux
dans certaines fre´quences spe´ciﬁques. Elles trouvent de nombreuses applications dans une
grande partie du spectre e´le´ctromagne´tique. Elles peuvent eˆtre utilises dans les micro-ondes
pour augmenter l’eﬃcacite´ des re´ﬂecteurs d’une part, et d’autre part dans l’infrarouge, pour
la conception de polariseurs, comme miroirs pour ame´liorer l’eﬃcacite´ du pompage dans les
lasers mole´culaires, comme composant des sondes a` infrarouge, etc...
Aﬁn d’e´tablir une base solide pour l’analyse des structures pe´riodiques une technique
fre´quemment utilise´e (l’e´quation inte´grale re´solue par la me´thode des moments) a d’abord e´te´
e´tudie´e. Cette technique est particulie´rement bien adapte´e a` l’analyse des structures planaires
imprime´es. L’e´valuation eﬃcace des fonctions de Green correspondantes a` cette structure est
d’une importance capitale dans toute imple´mentation nume´rique d’e´quation inte´grale par
me´thode des moments. Cela est e´galement valable pour l’analyse des structures pe´riodiques
dont les fonctions de Green sont des sommes inﬁnies qui convergent tre`s lentement. L’e´tude
syste´matique des algorithmes d’acce´le´ration de types ge´ne´raux et spe´ciﬁques, utilise´s pour
acce´lerer l’e´valuation des fonctions de Green pe´riodiques, a e´te´ eﬀectue´e. Nous proposons
une me´thode nouvelle et eﬃcace pour l’acce´le´ration des fonctions de Green pe´riodiques des
structures multicouches qui combine avec succe`s les avantages des transforme´es de Shanks et
de Ewald.
Pour les structures fonctionnant aux fre´quences plus e´leve´es (couches minces dans les ban-
des millime´triques et submillime´triques) l’e´paisseur des e´crans me´talliques doit eˆtre prise en
compte. Les techniques d’approches connues (full wave) pour simuler de telles structures
doublent le nombre d’innconues par rapport au cas d’e´paisseur nulle. D’autre part, la diﬀrac-
tion des structures d’e´paisseur ﬁnie demande le calcul des fonctions de Green pour la cavite´,
qui est une taˆche diﬃcile et prend beaucoup de temps quand applique´e aux ouvertures de
forme quelconque. Cette the`se traite le proble`me de diﬀraction/dispersion des ouvertures
pe´riodiques dans des e´crans d’e´paisseur ﬁnie en pre´sentant une formulation approximative et
eﬃcace. Cette formulation consiste a` traiter l’ouverture e´paisse comme une ouverture inﬁni-
ment mince en appliquant un terme de correction qui prend en compte l’e´paisseur de l’e´cran
dans le noyau de l’e´quation inte´grale. Elle permet de garder le meˆme nombre d’inconnues que
dans le cas des e´crans d’e´paisseur nulle et d’e´viter ainsi le calcul des fonctions de Green pour
la cavite´. Ceci nous a conduit a` l’e´laboration de techniques de calcul nume´riques eﬃcaces.
Mots cle´s: mode´lisation nume´rique, e´lectromagne´tisme, me´thode des mo-
ments, e´quation inte´grale, structures pe´riodiques, techniques d’acce´leration,
e´crans d’e´paisseur finie
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Sazˇetak
Periodicˇke strukture, kao na primjer frekvencijski selektivne povrsˇine (FSS) i fotonicˇki mater-
ijali sa zabranjenim pojasom (PBG), totalno reﬂektiraju elektromagnetske valove u odred-
jenom frekvencijskom podrucˇju, dok ih u nekom drugom podrucˇju propusˇtaju. Ovakve
strukture nalaze raznovrsne primjene u sˇirokom elektromagnetskom spektru. Na primjer, u
mikrovalnom podrucˇju se koriste za povec´anje ucˇinkovitosti reﬂektorskih antena. U dalekom
infra-crvenom podrucˇju koriste se za dizajniranje polarizatora, ogledala za unapredjivanje
eﬁkasnosti pumpanja kod molekularnih lasera, komponenti infracrvenih senzora, itd.
Jedna od najcˇesˇc´e koriˇstenih metoda u analizi periodicˇkih struktura je primjena integralnih
jednadzˇbi (IE) koje se numericˇki rjesˇavaju metodom momenata (MoM). U svakoj numericˇkoj
implementaciji IE-MoM metode posebno je vazˇno eﬁkasno i tocˇno izracˇunati Greenove funkcije
odgovarajuc´e strukture. To je osobito znacˇajno u slucˇaju periodicˇkih struktura cˇije su Green-
ove funkcije beskonacˇne sporo kovergirajuc´e sume. U tu su svrhu proucˇavani postojec´i algo-
ritmi opc´eg i speciﬁcˇnog tipa za ubrzavanje racˇunanja Greenovih funkcija. U ovom je radu
predlozˇena nova i uspjesˇna metoda za ubrzavanje Greenovih funkcija periodicˇkih struktura
tiskanih na viˇseslojnim dielektricima koja kombinira poznate metode kao sˇto su Shanks-ova i
Ewald-ova tehnika.
Konacˇna debljina metalnih ravnina u strukturama koje rade na visokim frekvencijama (kao
npr. tanki ﬁlmovi u milimetarskom i sub-milimetarskom valnom podrucˇju) mora biti uzeta
u obzir u numericˇkim simulacijama i formuliranju problema. Primjena postojec´ih punovalnih
metoda za rjesˇavanja takvih struktura udvostrucˇava broj nepoznanica u usporedbi sa struktu-
rama metalnih ravnina zanemarive debljine. Sˇtoviˇse, problem rasprsˇenja od otvora u takvim
ravninama zahtjeva racˇunanje Greenovih funkcija za sˇupljine, sˇto u slucˇaju otvora proivoljnog
poprecˇnog presjeka postaje jako tesˇko i vremenski zahtjevno. U ovom radu predlozˇena je
aproksimativna ali ucˇinkovita formulacija za rjesˇavanje problema rasprsˇenja elektromagnet-
skog vala od periodickih otvora u metalnim ravninama konacˇne debljine. U ovom pristupu
metalna ravnina konacˇne debljine se aproksimira beskonacˇno tankom ravninom, dok se stvarna
debljina pojavljuje kao korekcijski faktor u jezgri integralne jednadzˇbe. Broj nepoznanica os-
taje isti kao u slucˇaju beskonacˇno tanke ravnine i time je izbjegnuto racˇunanje kompliciranih
Greenovih funkcija za sˇupljine, sˇto rezultira racˇunalno ucˇinkovitim algoritmima.
Kljucˇne rijecˇi: numericˇko modeliranje, elektromagnetizam, metoda momenata,
integralne jednadzˇbe, periodicˇke strukture, akceleracijske tehnike, debele plocˇe
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Numerical modeling is a discipline that shows how mathematical models can be applied to
study real phenomena. Depending on the application ﬁeld (civil, mechanical, or electrical
engineering, life sciences, etc) and the problem concerned, we encounter diﬀerent methods.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) can be used for modeling 3-D structures [1, 2]. The
Finite Diﬀerence Time Domain (FDTD) is often used when simulating complex environments,
for example when nonlinear active devices (e.g. pacemaker) are included in the simulated
structures (e.g. in this case human tissue) [3]. The Integral Equations (IE) solved by Method
of Moments (MoM) are particularly suitable for analysis of planar circuits in micro- and
millimeter wave range [1] and therefore the best choice for modeling planar periodic structures
that are in the scope of our interest.
Planar periodic structures, in particular Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs), Photonic
Bandgap Structures (PBG) are 1-D or 2-D arrays of periodically arranged identical elements,
showing ﬁlter properties with respect to frequency. For the reason of their passband, stopband
and bandgap properties they are widely used in micro- and millimeter wave applications (ﬁlter
design, microstrip circuits, antenna reﬂectors just to mention a few). A very comprehensive
study completed with various and numerous examples of practical FSSs is found in Munk’s
book [4]. A detailed overview of the techniques for analyzing FSSs is listed in [5].
Any integral equation (IE-MoM) implementation asks for the eﬃcient evaluation of the
corresponding GFs. This is especially true for periodic structures whose GFs are doubly
inﬁnite slowly converging sums. In order to speed up the evaluation of these series specially
adapted acceleration algorithms are of utmost interest.
Many radiating structures including apertures are traditionally analyzed assuming zero-
thickness screens. With the apparition of new technologies and the drive for higher frequencies
the thickness of metallic screens must be taken into account. There exist a number of full-wave
methods that can deal with very general aperture problems but they lack the simplicity and
internal coherence of the straightforward IE model (the so-called 2.5-D model) that can be used
in the case of zero thickness apertures. Therefore the development of eﬃcient approximations
that can accurately deal with ﬁnite thickness screens keeping the simplicity of zero thickness
approach, is of chief relevance.
This thesis addresses both of the mentioned problems.
1.1.1 Thesis Objectives
The research presented in this thesis is done in the frame of the Swiss National Science
Foundation (SNSF) project: “Analysis of periodic ground plane for microwave and millimeter
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wave applications”.
The ﬁrst step in accomplishing the project and thesis objective was to ﬁnd a suitable
technique for modeling periodic structures. Studying the periodic problems already solved, in
literature, it turned out that the most appropriate choice was Integral Equation (IE) solved by
the Method of Moments (MoM). IE-MoM approach requires reliable and accurate associated
Green’s Functions (GFs). Having well deﬁned GFs for periodic problems gives rise to another
problem, slow convergence of periodic GFs. This motivated the study of existing accelerating
techniques of general and speciﬁc types. A new method for accelerating the multilayered
periodic GFs, in particular vector potential GFs, has been proposed. It uses advantages of
Shanks’ transform, as a general technique, and Ewald’s transform, as a speciﬁc technique.
Scattering by apertures in metallic screens is a well-known problem in electromagnetics
(EM). It is mostly studied as a zero-thickness case but toward higher frequencies and new
trends in technology the thickness of the screen cannot be neglected anymore. This was
another objective accomplished in this work. The new suitable and eﬃcient way to incorporate
ﬁnite thickness of the screen into algorithms/equations whose complexity is in the range of
zero thickness case, without increasing much the complexity and CPU time, is found.
The approximate method proposed in [6] allows for the thick aperture to be modeled as an
inﬁnitely thin one, where the screen thickness appears only as a modiﬁcation in the Green’s
function of the problem. The correction term is computed in two ways. One way is to neglect
the aperture’s side walls and use the parallel plate Green’s functions, whereas another one uses
Ewald’s transform applied to cavity Green’s functions. The gain in computational time and
reducing the complexity of problem formulations for the case of correction term calculated
using parallel plate Green’s functions, is advantageous as it obviates the time consuming
computation of the cavity Green’s function. The number of unknowns is same as for zero-
thickness case. When higher accuracy is desired, the correction term formulated using Ewald’s
transform and cavity Green’s functions allows screen thickness to be accounted for reducing
the complexity compared to classical full-wave analysis.
1.1.2 Thesis Outline
This section summarizes the contents of the chapters of the thesis. Each chapter gives a
literature overview of the problem concerned and therefore the general literature overview in
this introductory chapter is omitted.
Chapter 2 provides the basic survey of numerical tools needed for modeling of planar peri-
odic structures. It gathers and presents in an organized way numerical issues like dis-
cretization, IE-MoM procedure, calculations of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients
for planar structures. It describes image and modal formulations of periodic Green’s
functions for both free-space and multilayered media.
Chapter 3 gives an exhaustive explanation of general and speciﬁc algorithms used in this
work. It presents the results obtained for the acceleration of 1-D sums that are of the
same nature as the GFs considered in this work. The results for 2-D periodic GFs for
free-space and for multilayered case are shown.
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Chapter 4 presents a new method for the acceleration of multilayered periodic GFs combining
Shanks’ and Ewald’s transforms. The method focuses on the acceleration of the vector
potential multilayered GFs. It explains how the periodic sum is divided in two parts,
where the dynamic is accelerated using Shanks’ transform and the static part evaluated
by the means of Ewald’s transform. Detailed discussion of results is given.
Chapter 5 examines the problem of scattering by periodic apertures in conducting screens of
ﬁnite thickness. A new approach is proposed to eﬃciently treat periodically perforated
conducting screen of ﬁnite thickness. First, it describes how the problem is divided into
two problems that can be treated separately, outer (periodic) problem and inner problem
of aperture volume. Then, it introduces the two means of calculating the correction
term. One, using the parallel plate GFs and the other, using Ewald’s transform applied
to cavity potential GFs. Finally, the chapter is completed with the results obtained
for the current distribution, radiation pattern, time study and reﬂection/transmission
coeﬃcients.
1.1.3 Original Contributions
The original contributions of this thesis are summarized in what follows.
Chapter 3 contains contributions in terms of acceleration techniques. It is an extensive sur-
vey of readily available general algorithms and the most popular speciﬁc ones. Some
contributions are given as trial of accelerating the 2-D sums transforming them in 1-D
sums, study of accelerating the modal and image sums by Shanks’ transform as well as
practical importance in calculating the current distribution for canonical FSS cases.
Chapter 4 proposes a new method for the acceleration of multilayered periodic GFs success-
fully combining Shanks’ and Ewald’s transforms.
Chapter 5 introduces a novel method for the eﬃcient analysis of periodic apertures in con-
ducting screens of ﬁnite thickness. It presents two possible ways of calculating the
correction term that takes into account the ﬁnite thickness of the screen.

2 Numerical Modelling of Planar Periodic
Structures
The sum of an infinite series whose
final term vanishes perhaps
is infinite, perhaps finite.
(Jakob Bernoulli (1654 - 1705))
2.1 Introduction
Periodic structures, such as frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) and photonic band-gap (PBG)
materials exhibit total reﬂection in speciﬁc frequency bands while total transmission in other
bands. They ﬁnd numerous applications in a large ﬁeld of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
In the microwave region, they are used to increase eﬃciency of reﬂector antennas, and in
radome design as well. In the far-infrared region they are used in designing polarizers, beam
splitters, mirrors for improving the pumping eﬃciency in molecular lasers, as component of
infrared sensors, etc. Furthermore, in the near-infrared and visible part of spectrum they are
exploited as solar selective surfaces to aid in the collection of solar energy [5]. Recently, it has
been shown that periodic structures built from nonmagnetic conducting sheets can exhibit
negative real parts of permittivity and permeability [7, 8]. These materials, designated as
left-handed metamaterials, open new application ﬁelds.
The scattering from doubly periodic arrays of PEC objects has been simulated using source-
model [9] or time-domain [10] techniques. Fully 3-D modeling capabilities of periodic struc-
tures can be achieved using ﬁnite-element (FE) methods that can cope with complicated
shapes and anisotropic materials. However, the radiation into unbounded regions asks for ei-
ther absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) or perfectly matched layers (PMLs) and special
measures need to be taken when employing these conditions to the scattered ﬁeld formula-
tion [11]. Therefore, hybrid ﬁnite-element/boundary integral (FE/BI) techniques that are
based on FE modeling of a unit cell and BI modeling of its top and bottom faces are intro-
duced. In these methods, the BI ﬁelds are expanded using spectral-domain Floquet modes [12]
or using space-domain Green’s functions (GFs) accelerated applying the Ewald transforma-
tion [13, 14]. Periodic structures are advantageously analyzed with integral-equation (IE)
techniques, usually formulated in the spectral domain, as shown for instance by the case of
multilayered FSSs [5]. Two approaches can be employed. One is to compute a speciﬁc FSSs in
its entirety [15] and the other is to cascade the generalized scattering matrices (GSMs) of the
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constitutive building blocks [16]. Recently, the boundary integral-resonant mode expansion
(BI-RME), used to compute the entire-domain basis functions in conjunction with method of
moments (MoM), has been applied to analysis of FSSs [17]. The scope of these IE techniques
is limited to planar metallic scatterers embedded in the planes of periodicity. Moreover, the
involved EM quantities are expressed as Floquet sums with a slow convergence rate [14].
In this work, we will constrain to numerical modeling of planar periodic structures, in
particular frequency selective surfaces (FSS). From the point of view of mathematical and nu-
merical modeling, one of the most convenient (suitable) approaches, for this type of structures,
is the Integral Equation model combined with the Method of Moments procedure (IE-MoM).
This type of modeling involves the formation of an integral equation which has as its kernel a
Green’s function series that converges very slowly. In using the method of moments (MoM) to
discretizate and to determine the scattering or radiation from an inﬁnite periodic structure,
repeated evaluations of the Green’s function series are required to ﬁll the impedance matrix of
the structure being modelled. Consequently, the computer CPU time necessary to solve the
problem by the MoM is dominated by the time needed to generate slowly converging elements
of the impedance matrix.
As it is apparent from the previous lines, an eﬃcient evaluation of periodic Green’s functions
is indispensable in planar structures modeling using an IE technique. Free-space Green’s
functions are required to model self-standing planar structures (e.g. periodically perforated
metallic screens), while for the modeling of periodic metallizations deposited on a dielectric
substrate, the multilayered Green’s functions are needed. Periodic Green’s functions are apart
from frequency selective surfaces (FSSs), photonic band gap structures (PBG) and antenna
arrays, used in Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method to compute the electronic structure
of solids in solid-state physics [18]. In [19] to calculate the Coulomb interaction energy of a
lattice of ions. The periodic Green function plays an important role in the homogenization of
artiﬁcial materials, and in the characterization of the band structures of dielectric and metallic
crystals [20]. Therefore, the understanding of periodic Green’s function behavior is of utmost
interest.
The slow convergence is in a simple way explained by the fact that the inﬁnite series reaches
the “exact value after summing a big number of terms, which in terms of practical feasibility,
is not possible. Image (spatial formulation) converges slowly close to the boundary, whereas
the modal (spectral) formulation converges slowly when the observation point is close to the
source. Both sums demonstrate slower convergence when are source and observer on same
plane since there is no exponential term that help convergence [20].
The problem of slow convergence is solved by implementing accelerating algorithms that
yields the numerical solution, within reasonable bounds, in terms of CPU time, achieving
desired accuracy and robustness. This way satisfactory results are provided.
In this chapter a compact theoretical basis needed to perform eﬃcient numerical simulations
of planar periodic structures is given. First the basic survey of a generic IE procedure with
geometrical discretization is explained. Then, to accomplish the periodic structures analysis
the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of FSS are commented in details. Finally, the
explication of the inﬁnite periodic Green’s function accompanied by a description of Green’s
function kernel of the double inﬁnite series is given.
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2.2 Numerical Recipe
Numerical modeling comprises set of steps necessary to pass from an integral equation (IE)
formulation into a computer convenient form. They can be summarized as follows:
1. Discretization
- deﬁning the unit cell geometry and meshing the structure
- meshing/discretization is closely related to the choice of basis functions best suited
for a given structure
2. Green’s function part
- deﬁning the Green’s function for a given unit cell of periodic structure and given
boundary conditions
- choice of appropriate accelerating technique
3. Numeric part
- MoM matrix ﬁlling and calculations of coupling integrals related to corresponding
matrix elements
- deﬁnition of an excitation vector
- solving matrix equation
- recovering the parameters of interest (current distributions, radiation pattern, re-
ﬂection/trans etc.)
All these issues are going to be discussed in detail in the following sections.
2.2.1 Discretization
The planar periodic structures (e.g. FSS, PBG) are in standard technologies formed of metal-
lic surfaces or as metallic screens periodically perforated with an arbitrary shaped hole (dual
structures). The method that oﬀers very ﬂexible approach to solve surface problems is the
method of moments (MoM). This method is a powerful tool widely used in various engi-
neering communities (electrical, mechanical and civil engineering). It has been introduced in
electromagnetics by Harrington [21].
Initial step in simulating a concrete periodic structure by the MoM is to deﬁne a unit cell
geometry. Then, the surface S of the unit cell geometry is divided into cells (subsections).
For this purpose there exist a number of freely available and powerful generic meshers, see
for instance [22] website, able to provide very ﬁne mesh to any complicated shape. However,
in practice (home-made software), modeling is mostly done with rectangular and triangular
elements since they provide quite satisfying approximation of the real surface Fig. 2.1.
Once the structure is being discretized, single cells, adjacent cells or group of cells Fig. 2.2
are arranged together and associated with chosen basis functions. Then the currents can
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Figure 2.1: An example of meshing the square with triangular cells.
Figure 2.2: An example of joining cells for basis functions.
be approximated as a linear combination of basis functions, keeping continuity condition
and locally constant charge distribution satisﬁed. When the currents are known, the other
important parameters (reﬂection/transmission coeﬃcients, radar cross section (RCS)) can be
easily evaluated.
2.2.2 IE and MoM
The problem of determining the scattering or radiation from a periodic structure is expressed
in terms of an IE
L(a) = v (2.1)
where the operator L denotes the integro-diﬀerential operations within the IE and relates the
unknown surface currents a and the known excitation v.
In the Method of Moments, the unknown currents are expanded as a linear combination of
a set of N vector basis functions fj
a =
N∑
i=1
αifj (2.2)
and the integral equations are tested, via an internal product, against a set of vector weight
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functions wi. This way the integral equation (2.1) is transformed into discrete set of equations
N∑
i=1
αi〈wi,Lfj〉 = 〈wi,v〉 j = 1, 2, ..., N (2.3)
This system of linear equations (MoM system) can be written in more compact form as
ZI = V (2.4)
where Z = [zij ]N×N is the MoM matrix, V = [vj ]N×1 is the excitation vector, and I = [αi]N×1
denotes the unknown current coeﬃcients.
Commonly used weight functions are Dirac delta functions (wi = δ(ρ − ρi)) and Galerkin
method (wi = fi) used in this work.
In case when source and observer i.e. basis and weight functions belong to the same type
of sources (that is our case, since the combination of electric and magnetic currents is not
used to model periodic structures), the potential Green’s functions are preferred to the dyadic
ones. The reason is a milder singularity of the order R−1 instead of R−3 for ﬁelds. There
are two possible ways to treat singularity. It can be extracted and computed analytically [23]
and added to the remaining regular part that can be computed using numerical integration.
Or pass to polar coordinates, where the Jacobian of the transformation will cancel out the
singularity, and the integral can be computed numerically [24, 25].
We consider a periodic structure with identical metallic objects of arbitrary shape peri-
odically repeated in the xy plane Fig. 2.3. Let S designate the surface of the perfectly
x
y
z
a
b
Figure 2.3: 2-D planar periodic structure with an arbitrary shaped patch as a unit cell. The period-
icity in the x and y directions is given by a and b respectively.
conducting 2-D object within the structure’s unit cell. The analysis is based on the solution
of the following mixed potential IE (MPIE) [26]
−nˆ×Ei = nˆ×
(
−jω↔GA ⊗ J+ 1jω (∇GV )⊗ (∇
′ · J)
)
(2.5)
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obtained by enforcing the boundary conditions (BCs) on the PEC surface S. In (2.5), Ei
is the incident electric ﬁeld, nˆ is the outside normal to S, J is the unknown current density
on S, and
↔
GA and GV are the vector and scalar potential GFs that take into account the
periodicity of the problem. Finally, ⊗ is a shorthand notation [27] of the surface convolution
integral
↔
G⊗ J =
∫
S′
↔
G(r|r′) · J(r′) dS′
where primed and unprimed coordinates designate source and observer positions, respectively.
Equation (2.5) is solved by applying the MoM in the Galerkin form. The unknown current
density J is expanded using a set of N RWG [28] basis functions fk deﬁned on triangular
subdomains Sk of the surface S
J =
N∑
k=1
αEkfk (2.6)
where αEk are the unknown coeﬃcients. By substituting (2.6) into (2.5) and testing the IEs
by the same set of basis functions fk, for each frequency ω, the following system of linear
equations is obtained
N∑
k=1
(ai,k + vi,k)αEk = ek (2.7)
where for i, k = 1, . . . , N
ek =
∫
S
Ei(r) · fk(r) dS =
〈
Ei, fk
〉
,
ai,k = jω
〈
fi,
↔
GA ⊗ fk
〉
, vi,k =
1
jω
〈∇ · fi, GV ⊗ (∇′ · fk)〉 .
2.3 Reﬂection and Transmission Coeﬃcients of a Periodic
Structure
A knowledge of the reﬂection/transmission coeﬃcients of periodic structures (FSS, PBG) is
of paramount importance for design of any kind of devices where this type of structures are
involved.
In works of Chen [29–32], detailed explanations how to evaluate reﬂection coeﬃcient of array
of conducting plates, and transmission coeﬃcient of complementary structures i.e. conducting
screen periodically perforated with apertures Fig. 2.4, can be found.
The numerical procedure is to expand electromagnetic ﬁeld distribution near the array of
the conducting plates into a set of Floquet mode functions. By requiring the total electric
ﬁeld to vanish on the conducting plates, an integral equation for the unknown current on each
plate is obtained. To solve this integral equation the unknown current is ﬁrst expressed by a
complete set of orthonormal mode functions and then its mode coeﬃcients are determined by
the MoM [31].
Inﬁnitely thin screen, in practice means, a PEC with a thickness typically less than λ/1000.
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Figure 2.4: Reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients for a periodic structure.
For greater dimensions, thickness of the screen cannot be neglected. We will treat this problem
in chapter where an eﬃcient approximate technique for solving periodic slots of ﬁnite thickness
will be introduced.
The components of the total EM ﬁeld transverse to the propagation direction can be ex-
panded in any plane z of the periodic structure using the transverse vector eigenfunctions,
designated as Floquet modes (etq, htq) as [33, 34]
E =
∑
q
(
aqe−γqz + bqe γqz
)√
Zqetq (2.8a)
H =
∑
q
(aqe−γqz − bqe γqz)/
√
Zqhtq (2.8b)
where q goes through all the TEm,n and TMm,n modes, aq and bq are the power coeﬃcients
of the modes propagating in the positive and negative z-directions, respectively, γq is the
propagation constant, and Zq the characteristic impedance of the qth mode given by
Zq =
⎧⎨⎩
jωµ
γq
, for TE mode
γq
jωε , for TM mode
In the case of oblique incidence (θ = 0), an arbitrary polarized incident plane wave can be
expressed as a combination of the two fundamental Floquet modes, namely TE00 and TM00,
while in the case of normal incidence (θ = 0), the incident plane wave is the Floquet TEM
mode [29].
Suppose that the incident plane wave impinging from below corresponds to the pth Floquet
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mode, the transverse component of the electric ﬁeld of this wave can be expressed as
Ei = aipe
−γpz√Zpetp. (2.9)
Let Sr be a unit surface in the z = zr plane for which the reﬂection coeﬃcient is being
computed, and let St be the surface in the z = zt ≥ zr plane for which the transmission
coeﬃcient is sought for. The total electric ﬁeld in Sr consists of the incident ﬁeld travelling
in the positive z-direction and the ﬁeld scattered from the metallic objects travelling in the
negative z-direction, and its transverse component can be expressed as
E(z = zr) = aipe
−γpzr√Zpetp +Er. (2.10)
This ﬁeld can be expanded into Floquet modes using (2.8a)
E(z = zr) =
∑
q
(
aqe−γqzr + bqe γqzr
)√
Zqetq. (2.11)
Multiplying both equations (2.10) and (2.11) by e∗tp, integrating over the surface of the unit
cell Sr, and using the orthonormal property of the Floquet modes
∫
Sr
etq · e∗tp dS = δpq, the
reﬂection coeﬃcient of the pth mode can be expressed in terms of the reﬂected ﬁeld as follows:
ρ =
bp
aip
=
e−γpzr
aip
√
Zp
∫
Sr
Er · e∗tp dS. (2.12)
In the same manner we obtain the transmission coeﬃcient. The total electric ﬁeld in St
consists of the incident electric ﬁeld and the scattered ﬁeld Et both propagating in the positive
z-direction
E(z = zt) = aipe
−γpzt√Zpetp +Et. (2.13)
In z > zt there are only waves propagating in the positive z-direction, so the expansion of the
total electric ﬁeld can be expressed as
E(z = zt) =
∑
q
aqe−γqzt
√
Zqetq. (2.14)
Multiplying equations (2.13) and (2.14) by e∗tp, integrating over St and taking into account
the orthonormality of the Floquet modes, for the transmission coeﬃcient one obtains
τ =
ap
aip
= 1 +
e γpzt
aip
√
Zp
∫
St
Et · e∗tp dS. (2.15)
The transverse component of the scattered electric ﬁeld can be expressed as a convolution
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integral of induced electric currents and the corresponding GF as:
E =
∫
S′
↔
GEE(r|r′) · J(r′) dS′. (2.16a)
The dyadic
↔
GEE relates the electric current density to the transverse electric ﬁeld and is given
by
↔
GEE(r|r′) =
∑
q
V˜q(z, z′)etq(x, y) · e∗tq(x′, y′) (2.16b)
The spectral domain quantity V˜q represents the voltage at the point z along the equivalent
transmission line for a unitary value of the current generator placed at z = z′:
V˜q(z, z′) =
Zq
2
e−γq|z−z
′|. (2.16c)
Finally, once the unknowns αEk have been computed by solving the MoM system of equa-
tions (2.7), using the orthonormality of the Floquet modes and equations (2.6) and (2.16),
the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of any Floquet mode can be found as
ρ =
√
Zpe−γpzr
2aip
×
∑
k
αEk
∫
Sk
e−γp|zr−z
′|fk(x′, y′, z′) · e∗tp(x′, y′) dS′ (2.17a)
τ = 1 +
√
Zpe γpzt
2aip
×
∑
k
αEk
∫
Sk
e−γp|zt−z
′|fk(x′, y′, z′) · e∗tp(x′, y′) dS′. (2.17b)
In the case of a periodic structure with identical planar apertures of arbitrary shape periodi-
cally perforated in the z = 0 plane, the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients are computed
as shown in [35].
2.4 Green’s function for 2-D periodic structures
Consider a planar structure of identical elements periodically repeated in a plane z = const(see
Fig. 2.3. Distances a and b between the centers of two neighboring cells, in x and y directions,
respectively, deﬁne the periodicity lattice. Just to note that all the deﬁnitions and mathe-
matical derivations that we perform is for orthogonal lattice.
Suppose that the unit cell of the structure located at the origin (0, 0), without loss of gener-
ality, is illuminated by an incident plane wave, impinging with the incident angles θi and ϕi,
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as depicted in Fig. 2.5. The plane wave propagation vector is deﬁned as
k = k sin θi cosϕixˆ + k sin θi sinϕiyˆ + k cos θizˆ = kixxˆ + k
i
yyˆ + k
i
z zˆ.
Here k is as shown in Fig. 2.5 plane wave impinging from below. All the elements in the
source
observer
x
y
z
ϕi
a
b
θi
k
Figure 2.5: Unit cell of periodic structure; periodicity given by a and b; angles of incidence given by
θi and ϕi.
periodic structure are equal (to the unit cell) and ﬁnd themselves in the same environment.
The plane wave impinging on them is the same save for the phase shift. This means that any
EM quantity of interest (surface current distribution, radiated electric ﬁeld,...) known for the
unit cell and given by the function
f0(x, y, z)
will be known over the entire plane as
f(x, y, z) =
∞∑
m,n=−∞
f0(x−ma, y − nb, z)e−jkixmae−jkiynb.
2.4.1 Image (Spatial) Formulation
Continuing the same reasoning, if f0(x, y, z) is assumed to be free-space Green’s function or
the Green’s function in multilayered media without periodic boundary conditions, than the
periodic Green’s function is given by f(x, y, z). This expression is a sum of images where
the kernel of the series, Green’s function, is given in spatial domain. In other terms, if G0
represents the free-space Green’s function or the Green’s function in multilayered media, the
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Green’s function of a periodic structure can be written as
G = G(x− x′, y − y′, z − z′) =
∑
m,n
G0(x− x′ −ma, y − y′ − nb, z − z′)e−jkixmae−jkiynb (2.18)
where in free-space the Green’s function is given by
G0 =
1
4π
e−jkR
R
(2.19)
with
R =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2
and required Green’s functions, in periodic structures modeling via Mixed Potential Integral
Equation (MPIE), are GV = G0/ε0 and
↔
GA = µ0G0
↔
I for electric scalar and magnetic vec-
tor potentials, and GW = G0/µ0 and
↔
GF = ε0G0
↔
I for magnetic scalar and electric vector
potentials, respectively, where
↔
I = xˆxˆ + yˆyˆ.
2.4.2 Modal (Spectral) Formulation
Use of Poisson 2-D summation formula [36] allows to transform the sum of images (2.19) into
modal sums where the kernel of the series becomes the spectral Green’s function:∑
m,n
G(x−ma, y − nb) = 1
ab
∑
m,n
G˜
(
2mπ
a
,
2nπ
b
)
e j
2mπx
a e j
2nπy
b (2.20)
where G˜(kx) = F{G(x)}, and taking into account Fourier transform properties
F
{
G(x)e jk0x
}
= G˜(kx − k0) (2.21)
(2.18) becomes
G =
∑
m,n
G0(x− x′ −ma, y − y′ − nb, z − z′)e−jkixmae−jkiynb
= e−jk
i
x(x−x′)e−jk
i
y(y−y′)
∑
m,n
G0(x− x′ −ma, y − y′ − nb, z − z′)e+jkix(x−x′−ma)e+jkiy(y−y′−nb)
=
1
ab
e−jk
i
x(x−x′)e−jk
i
y(y−y′)
∑
m,n
G˜0
(
2mπ
a
− kix,
2nπ
b
− kiy, z − z′
)
e j
2mπ
a
(x−x′)e j
2nπ
b
(y−y′)
(2.22)
Therefore the modal sums can be written in following form
G =
1
ab
∑
m,n
G˜0(kxm, kyn, z − z′)e jkxm(x−x′)e jkyn(y−y′) (2.23)
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where
kxm =
2mπ
a
− kix, kyn =
2nπ
b
− kiy (2.24)
and
G˜(kx, ky, z − z′) = F
{
G(x− x′, y − y′, z − z′)}
So ﬁnally, for the free-space scalar and vector potentials, the spectral Green’s function is given
by
G˜0 =
e−γ|z−z′|
2γ
(2.25)
where
γ =
√
k2x + k2y − k2.
2.4.3 Green’s Functions for Planar Multilayered Structures
The Green’s function formulations explained in the two previous subsection will do for a free-
space case, i.e. for any type of planar self-standing structures, periodically perforated ground
planes etc.. It is often the case that the periodic metallizations are printed on a dielectric
substrate and therefore it is required to replace the kernel of the series (2.18) and (2.23) by
multilayered Green’s functions in spatial and spectral domain, respectively.
The study of Green’s functions associated to sources embedded in a planar multilayered me-
dia can be optimally done by solving an equivalent transmission line problem [27, 37](Fig. 2.6).
The source becomes a lumped generator and every dielectric layer corresponds to a transmis-
sion line section. The terminal impedance walls bounding the planar multilayered medium
correspond to loading impedances. Solutions of the equivalent transmission line model will
provide the voltages and currents at any z-level and thus allow a full solution of the origi-
nal electromagnetic problem. In particular, voltages and currents at the connection points
between transmission line sections give the ﬁelds and the potentials at the interfaces of the
layered medium. Table 2.1 summarize the expressions that relate spectral domain potential
Green’s function components with voltages and currents in the equivalent transmission line
model. In this table, the primed variables designate the source, and the non-primed – the
observer, kz is the propagation constant in the z-direction, k2ρ = k
2
0µrεr − k2z = k2x + k2y is the
transverse spectral variable, and the characteristic impedances for the TE and TM modes are
given by, respectively,
ZTEc =
ωµ0µr
kz
and ZTMc =
kz
ωε0εr
.
Note also that a transversal electric source Jρ and a normal magnetic source correspond
to the parallel current generator of Ig = 1/(2π), while a transversal magnetic source Mρ
and a normal electric source correspond to the series voltage generator with Vg = 1/(2π), for
laterally unbounded planar multilayered structures, whereas for the case of periodic structures
bounded media corresponding values are equal 1 [25]. The vector and scalar potential Green’s
function components, for electric and magnetic sources are given in (Table 2.1) [38, 39]. The
spectral transform is a function of the spectral radial distance kρ =
√
k2x + k2y and is related to
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Figure 2.6: Equivalent transmission line model of the Green’s function problem [37].
Electric Source Magnetic Source
G˜xxA =
1
jωV
TE
Jρ
G˜xxF =
1
jω I
TM
Mρ
G˜yyA =
1
jωV
TE
Jρ
G˜xxF =
1
jω I
TM
Mρ
G˜V = − jωk2ρ
(
V TEJρ − V TMJρ
)
G˜W = jωk2ρ
(
ITEMρ − ITMMρ
)
Table 2.1: Analytical expressions of the potential Green’s function components in a planar multi-
layered medium in terms of currents and voltages in the equivalent transmission lines.
its spatial counter-part that is a function of a radial distance ρ =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 via 2-
D Fourier transformation as a Hankel (Fourier-Bessel) transformation, also called Sommerfeld
integral [27]
G(ρ, z, z′) = Sn
{
G˜(kρ, z, z′)
}
=
=
∞∫
0
Jn(kρρ)kn+1ρ G˜(kρ, z, z
′) dkρ (2.26)
where Jn is the Bessel function of order n and G˜ is a generic Green’s function depending
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on the variable kρ =
√
k2x + k2y and the vertical positions of the observer (z) and source (z
′)
points. The numerical evaluation of Sommerfeld integrals can be eﬃciently performed using
specially tailored algorithms [27].
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2.5 Summary
In this introductory chapter, a brief outline of all the necessary steps to be performed in an
IE-MoM analysis of planar periodic structures has been presented.
The chapter discusses all theoretical issues necessary to understand the periodic problems.
The problems of the structure’s discretizations are commented in addition to the numeri-
cal approach for the simulation of the periodic structures - the MoM. The theory of Green’s
functions for the free-space case and for the multilayered media is explained. The detailed cal-
culations of the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients for the periodic structures, important
for the analysis and design of concrete devices are elaborated.
To summarize, the chapter gives a survey of the basis of tools that will be used in the
chapters that follow to study and model planar periodic structures.

3 Acceleration techniques
3.1 Acceleration Techniques
3.1.1 Introduction
The integral equation (IE) approach asks for reliable and stable periodic Green’s function.
To keep the computation time within acceptable limits and provide accurate solutions one is
ultimately bound to use of accelerating algorithms.
Since every series has its own nature, e.g. monotonic, oscillatory, alternating etc., it is
obvious that there is no universal algorithm that can be eﬃciently applied to any type of
series. Furthermore, that means that every concrete problem under consideration needs a
special research to obtain the optimal result. The basic principle of accelerating algorithms is
to transform a slowly converging series, by using a linear or nonlinear mapping, to a new, faster
converging one [40]. A short, simpliﬁed explanation of the convergence problem principle will
be stressed in the following lines.
Since the partial sums of an inﬁnite series are used in most of the transformation methods,
a short deﬁnition will be given. Let Sn be a partial sum of terms sn, and let S be its limit
when n tends to inﬁnity.
Sn =
n∑
i=0
si and lim
n→∞Sn = S (3.1)
The main purpose of any accelerating technique is to try to predict what will be the partial
sum Sn behavior, based on the knowledge of a few numbers of the ﬁrst sn terms [41]. That
means that an extrapolation of the behavior of the partial sums to inﬁnity must be found
under the form of a limit S and some functions which take into account the behavior of Sn [42].
Let
Sn = S + b1 · g1(n) + ... + bk · gk(n). (3.2)
If this representation is exact, the limit S of the partial sums Sn is independent of the set of
Sn values used to compute it. If this is not true, the found limit depends on the set of Sn
used values. In the case of divergent series, a limit S of the form of (3.2) can also be found by
this way, i.e. can be proved that it has no limit. Evidentally, this limit does not represent the
true limit of the series, because, indeed, this limit can be inﬁnity if the series is unbounded,
or the series can oscillate until inﬁnity but still remain bounded. In this case, the value S
found is called the anti-limit of the partial sums Sn. This concept of anti-limit allows us to
compute some values of the inﬁnite periodic Green’s functions in the lossless case, such that
the partial sums are not formally convergent in the sense that the sums have the true limit
S. A determinant expression is usually used to ﬁnd the limit or the anti-limit S [41].
In general, all the acceleration techniques may be divided into two main groups: general
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algorithms and speciﬁc algorithms. The ﬁrst group can be applied to any sequence (partial
sum) which can be obtained from an inﬁnite series or an inﬁnite oscillatory integral, whereas
the latter demands the analytical transform of the kernel of the series or of the integral to
be performed. Both types of algorithms used in this work will be explained in details in the
following sections.
By selecting the functions gi(n) we can ﬁnd Shanks’ transform, Levin’s algorithm, the 
algorithm and numerous other algorithms of general type; while some others, e.g. Toeplitz-
Chebyshev algorithm for instance, cannot be represented in the same way, since it belongs to
a low-pass ﬁlter transformation more than to a real acceleration transform.
One of the most remarkable characteristics of general type of accelerating techniques, that
are recursive algorithms as well, is that in every step the diﬀerence of two successive partial
sums appears as denominator in fraction like in Shanks’ algorithm [42], for example:
εs+1(Sn) = εs−1(Sn+1) +
1
εs(Sn+1)− εs(Sn) (3.3)
where
ε0(Sn) = Sn εs(Sn) =
1
ε0(Sn+1)− ε0(Sn) for s = 1, 2, ... (3.4)
This has as a consequence certain sensitivity of the listed algorithms to the numerical noise
which is always present in the partial sums value obtained by a numerical process. This means
that if some “noise” is already included in a unit cell’s (single element) Green’s function, the
accelerating process will be signiﬁcantly weakened. Indeed, summing up the noise up to ∞
will successively add its contributions result in a noisy approximation of the total sum. Or,
in the worst case scenario, the algorithm can be so sensitive to the noise that the whole
acceleration procedure breaks down.
One of common characteristics of accelerating algorithms is that the more the partial sums
oscillate, the faster the convergence is. That is why some algorithms work very well for the
alternating series that are met in waveguide theory, for example. Also there are some kind of
series that cannot be accelerated by any means. Fortunately, the periodic Green’s functions
do not belong to this type of series.
In this chapter the diﬀerent type of accelerating algorithms are examined, combined with
diﬀerent ways of summing. First the algorithms which belong to the general group are pre-
sented: Shanks’, Chebyshev-Toeplitz, ρ, θ, Levin’s t-transform. The second group belongs to
the type of speciﬁc algorithms that cannot be applied to the sequence in a straightforward
manner, but demand an analytical transform to be performed on the kernel of the series.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the ﬁrst part, we give an overview of accelerating
algorithms used to speed up Green’s function evaluation - general and speciﬁc algorithms.
- General algorithms ∼ Shanks’transform, ρ algorithm, θ algorithm, Levin’s t algorithm
and Chebyshev-Toeplitz algorithm
- Speciﬁc algorithms ∼ Summation by Parts algorithm, Kummer’s transformation, Pois-
son’s summation formula and Ewald’s transform
Next, we present these algorithms to evaluate both free-space GFs and multilayered GFs,
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and compare their eﬃciency. Finally, the new method for accelerating the periodic GFs for
multilayered case, based on the successful combination of Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform is
presented.
3.1.2 General algorithms
Shanks’ algorithm
Shanks’ transform is among the best known sequence transformations that might be used to
accelerate many series arising in practical physical problems. Based on the assumption that
the partial sums Sn of a sequence can be treated as a mathematical transient, it gives an
approximation of the base of the transient, which is the result of the inﬁnite summation. It
has been studied from the practical point of application in evaluations of periodic Green’s
function’s [43], in addition to the mathematical point of interest [42]. The simplest form
of the algorithm is Aitken’s ∆2 process that can be considered as the second order Shanks’
transform. Its description is omitted since it was not implemented in any of study in this
work and more details of it can be found in [25, 42]. We will present here the more elaborated
form of the Shanks’ algorithm designated as Wynn’s ε algorithm [42]. Successive iterations
are constructed with the rule given below:
εnk+1 = ε
n+1
k−1 +
1
εn+1k −εnk
n, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . ,
εn−1 = 0, εn0 = Sn n = 0, 1, 2 . . . ,
εk(S) = ε
(n)
2k
(3.5)
Only the even-order terms e2k(Sn) are the true estimates of the inﬁnite sum, while the odd-
order terms e2k−1(Sn) are intermediate quantities and not used in sum’s estimation. The
advantage of Wynn’s ε algorithm is that the evaluation of the determinant is reduced to a
simple iterative equation [42, 44]. On the other hand, the algorithm has the drawback that it
may suﬀer from round-oﬀ errors. In fact the values, ek(Sn+1) and ek(Sn), that appear in two
consecutive estimations are very similar and therefore as the transformation converges to the
right sum, are the origin of cancelling errors. Note that this occurs in case when higher accu-
racy is desired. To improve numerical stability and precision step further is implementation
of the cross rule of the ε algorithm also developed by Wynn [42]. The idea behind is to avoid
the odd iterations, since they represent only intermediate quantities, and compute only the
even-order terms. The derivation of the cross rule is simpliﬁed by using the following relation
between the successive sum estimates [25]:[
εn2k+2 − εn+12k
]−1 + [εn+22k−2 − εn+12k ]−1 = [εn+22k − εn+12k ]−1 + [εn2k − εn+12k ]−1. (3.6)
After few simple algebraic transformations, the new form of the (3.6) can be written as:
εn2k+2 = ε
n+1
2k +
{
[εn+22k −εn+12k ]−1+[εn2k−εn+12k ]−1− [εn+22k−2−εn+12k ]−1
}−1
, n, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . (3.7)
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with the following initial conditions
ε
(n)
0 = Sn, ε
(n)
−2 = ∞, n = 0, 1, . . . . (3.8)
ρ algorithm
Let Sn be the partial sum of n terms of a series such that Sn −→ S as n −→ ∞, where S is
the sum of the series. The ρ algorithm can be computed as follows [45]:
ρ
(n)
k = ρ
(n+1)
k−2 +
k
[ρ(n+1)k−1 − ρ(n)k−1]
, k = 1, 2, . . . , (3.9)
where
ρ
(n)
−1 = 0, ρ
(n)
0 = Sn. (3.10)
and k is the order of the algorithm. The even order terms, ρn2k, give estimates of S whereas
the odd order terms, ρn2k+1, are only intermediate quantities.
θ algorithm
Let Sn be the partial sum of n terms of a series such that Sn −→ S as n −→ ∞, where S is
the sum of the series. The θ algorithm can be computed as follows with the even order terms
given by [46]:
θ
(n)
2k+2 = θ
(n+1)
2k +
[θ(n+2)2k − θ(n+1)2k ][θ(n+2)2k+1 − θ(n+1)2k+1 ]
[θ(n+2)2k+1 − 2θ(n+1)2k+1 + θ(n)2k+1]
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.11)
and the odd order terms by
θ
(n)
2k+1 = θ
(n+1)
2k−1 +
1
[θ(n+1)2k − θ(n)2k ]
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.12)
where
θ
(n)
−1 = 0, θ
(n)
0 = Sn . (3.13)
The even order terms, θ(n)2k+2, give estimates of S whereas the odd order terms, θ
(n)
2k+1, are , as
in ρ algorithm, only intermediate quantities.
Levin’s t algorithm
Levin’s t-transform may be computed as follows [47]:
t
(n)
k =
k∑
i=0
(−1)i(ki)(n+in+k)k−1( Sn+iSn+i+1−Sn+i)
k∑
i=0
(−1)i(ki)(n+in+k)k−1( 1Sn+i+1−Sn+i)
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.14)
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The kth order transform, t(n)k or tk(Sn), gives an estimate of the sum, S, of the series. An ad-
vantage of the transform is that the higher order iterates are computed from the partial sums,
which means that the accuracy to which the partial sums are computed can be preserved in
the transform computations. That keeps this transform immune to roundoﬀ errors compared
to Shanks’ transform.
Chebyshev-Toeplitz algorithm
The algorithm is deﬁned by the following equations [48]:
t
(n)
−1 = 0, t
(n)
0 = Sn, σ0 = 1,
t
(n)
1 = t
n
0 + 2t
(n+1)
0 , σ1 = 3,
t
(n)
k+1 = 2t
(n)
k + 4t
(n+1)
k − t(n)k−1, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
σk+1 = 6σk − σk−1, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
T
(n)
k = t
(n)
k /σk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
(3.15)
The nth iterate of the Chebyshev-Toeplitz algorithm is designated by T (n)k , which gives an
estimate of the sum of the series.
3.1.3 Speciﬁc algorithms
Summation by Parts algorithm
The idea behind this technique is to represent Green’s function of the problem in terms of a
very slowly convergent modal series of the form [25, 49]
S∞ =
∞∑
n=0
G˜nfn = SN−1 + RN , (3.16)
where G˜n represents the slow varying part of the Green’s function, and fn is a fast varying
function. For the original series, partial sums and reminders are deﬁned as follows:
SN−1 =
N−1∑
n=0
G˜nfn ,
RN =
∞∑
n=N
G˜nfn .
(3.17)
Since the partial sums are calculated up to N − 1, the inﬁnite reminder must be consid-
ered. After applying simple arithmetic transformations, the reminder RN can be rewritten as
follows:
RN =
∞∑
n=N
G˜(0)n f
(0)
n =
∞∑
i=1
G˜
(1−i)
N f
(+i)
N−1 , (3.18)
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where the succesive sums of fn and diﬀerences of G˜n have the following form:
G˜
(0)
n = G˜n ,
G˜
(−i)
n = G˜
(−i)
n+1 − G˜(1−i)n ,
f
(0)
n = fn ,
f
(+i)
n =
∞∑
k=n+1
f
(i−1)
k for all i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .
(3.19)
In our case, the summation by parts is applied to the one-dimensional sum that has the
following form:
Γspatial(x) =
∞∑
m=−∞
e−jk
i
xma
e−jk0(x−x′+ma)
4π(x− x′ + ma) , (3.20)
that is of the same nature as sum of images i.e. periodic Green’s functions in space domain.
(3.20) is represented in terms of a slow varying part G˜n and a fast varying part fn. After some
algebraic calculations the closed formulas for both, slow and fast varying part, are obtained:
G˜
(i)
n =
∑
± e
±jkox
i∑
k=1
(i−1)!
(k−1)!(i−k)!
1
±x+[n+(i−k)]d ,
f
(i)
n =
∑
±
(
1
e jd(ko±kx)−1
)i−1
e−jn(k0±kx)d .
(3.21)
Poisson’s summation formula
To brieﬂy summarize the Poisson transformation [36], we introduce the so-called “comb”
function deﬁned as
comb(x) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
δ(x− n) (3.22)
and its Fourier transform,
comb(x)
( ν
2π
)
=
∫ +∞
−∞
comb(x)e−jxν = 2π
+∞∑
n=−∞
δ(ν − 2nπ) (3.23)
which is also a comb function. S in (3.29) can be written in terms of the comb function as
S =
∫ +∞
−∞
fe(x)comb(x)dx (3.24)
where fe is an extended function having the property that
fe(n) = f(n) n = 0,±1,±2, ... (3.25)
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From power’s theorem (3.24) becomes
S =
∫ +∞
−∞
fe(x)comb(x)dx =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
F (ν)comb
( ν
2π
)
dν (3.26)
where F (ν) is the Fourier transform of fe(x). That is,
F (ν) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fe(x)e−jxνdx (3.27)
Substitution of (3.23) into (3.26) yields ﬁnally
S =
+∞∑
n=−∞
F (2nπ) (3.28)
which is the Poisson transformation of the series in (3.29).
The motivation for using the Poisson transformation is clear if we consider the reciprocal
spreading property of the Fourier transform. If fe(x) is a smooth function which approaches
zero gradually as x → ∞, then its Fourier transform F (ν) is highly localized and the corre-
sponding sum over ν = 2nπ converges rapidly. However, fe(x) should be such that its Fourier
transform F (ν) can be easily computed. Although not necessary, it is usually simpler to deﬁne
the extended function fe(x) as f(x). That is, the discrete parameter n is simply replaced by
the real variable x.
Kummer’s transformation
Contrary to other algorithms explained in this chapter that are non-linear transform it should
be noted that Kummer’s transform is a linear transform. Since double sums may be evaluated
by repeated evaluation of single sums, the Kummer’s transform is applied to a single sum of
the form [50]
S =
+∞∑
n=−∞
f(n) (3.29)
The rate of convergence of the series is governed by the asymptotic behavior of f(n) as
n −→∞. Assume that f(n) is asymptotic to a function f1(n):
f(n) n →∞−−−−→ f1(n). (3.30)
If f1(n) is deﬁned for all integers n, then Kummer’s transformation gives
+∞∑
n=−∞
f(n) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
[f(n)− f1(n)] +
+∞∑
n=−∞
f1(n). (3.31)
Generally, f1 is chosen such that the last series in (3.31) has a known closed-form sum. It is
suﬃcient, however, to transform it into a highly convergent series. For example, it is often
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the case that the Poisson transformation of the last series on the right-hand side of (3.31) is
used to obtain
+∞∑
n=−∞
f(n) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
[f(n)− f1(n)] +
+∞∑
n=−∞
F1(2nπ) (3.32)
where the function F1 is the Fourier transform of f1(n). With the appropriate choice of f1,
the slowly converging series on the left-hand side of (3.32) is thus transformed into the sum
of two rapidly convergent series on the right hand side.
Ewald’s transform
Among the diﬀerent techniques to speed up the evaluation of GFs [40], the Ewald transforma-
tion has clearly demonstrated its suitability for periodic problems, combining eﬃciently the
spectral and the spatial formulations of the GFs. It has been successfully used in the eﬃcient
GF computation of 2-D free-space periodic structures with rectangular lattices [51–53] and
multilayered planar periodic structures [54], where the approach involves the approximation
of spectral domain GFs by the Generalized Pencil-of-Function (GPOF) method [55]. In [20], a
new acceleration technique with exponential convergence rate has been presented, that is eas-
ier to implement numerically and can perform better than Ewald transformation for moderate
accuracies. However, the Ewald transformation remains better for higher accuracy, the only
inconvenience being in the computation of the complementary error functions with complex
arguments [14].
Potential Green’s functions of a periodic structure with rectangular lattice of dimensions a
and b in the x and y-directions, respectively, are given by the following space domain form
[see (2.18)]
Ψ =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jkRmn
Rmn
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb (3.33)
where
Rmn =
√
(x− x′ −ma)2 + (y − y′ − nb)2 + (z − z′)2.
Following the results of Ewald [19, 51], we use the identity
e−jkR
R
=
2√
π
∞∫
0
e−R
2s2+ k
2
4s2 ds (3.34)
where s is a complex variable and the path of integration is chosen such that the integrand
remains bounded as s → 0 and decays as s → ∞. Splitting the path of integration at E in
(3.34), we can write
Ψ = Ψ1 + Ψ2, (3.35a)
where
Ψ1 =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb
2√
π
E∫
0
e−R
2s2+ k
2
4s2 ds (3.35b)
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and
Ψ2 =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb
2√
π
∞∫
E
e−R
2s2+ k
2
4s2 ds (3.35c)
If we take into account the identity [56]
2√
π
∞∫
r
e−p
2s2+ q
2
4s2 ds =
1
2p
(
e−jpqerfc(pr − j q
2r
) + e jpqerfc(pr + j
q
2r
)
)
, (3.36)
which is valid for Re{p2} > 0 when s → ∞, and we let p = Rmn > 0, q = k, r = E, (3.35c)
becomes
Ψ2 =
1
8π
∑
m,n
e−jmkixae−jnk
i
yb
Rmn
[
e−jkRmnerfc(RmnE − jk2E ) + e
+jkRmnerfc(RmnE +
jk
2E
)
]
(3.37)
Computation of Ψ1 is less straightforward and will be shown in what follows [57]. First we
rewrite (3.35b)
Ψ1 =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb
2√
π
E∫
0
e−R
2s2+ k
2
4s2 ds =
1
4π
E∫
0
2√
π
e
k2
4s2 ds
∑
m,n
e−R
2s2−jmkixa−jnkiyb
(3.38)
Using the 2-D Poisson transformation (3.28), we can write the sum in (3.38) as∑
m,n
e−R
2
mns
2
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb =
∑
m,n
f(x− x′ −ma, y − y′ − nb, z − z′)e−jmkixae−jnkiyb
= e−jk
i
x(x−x′)e−jk
i
y(y−y′)
∑
m,n
f(x− x′ −ma, y − y′ − nb, z − z′)e jkix(x−x′−ma)e jkiy(y−y′−nb)
=
1
ab
e−jk
i
x(x−x′)e−jk
i
y(y−y′)
∑
m,n
f˜
(
2mπ
a
− kix,
2nπ
b
− kiy, z − z′
)
e j
2mπ
a
(x−x′)e j
2nπ
b
(y−y′)
=
1
ab
∑
m,n
f˜(kxm, kyn)e jkxm(x−x
′)e jkyn(y−y
′)
(3.39)
where kxm and kyn are deﬁned as in (2.24), and
f(ξ, η, ζ) = e−s
2(ξ2+η2+ζ2)
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Using
F
{
e−s
2ξ2
}
=
√
π
s
e−
k2x
4s2
F
{
e−s
2η2
}
=
√
π
s
e−
k2y
4s2 (3.40)
one obtains
f˜(kx, ky) =
√
π
s
√
π
s
e−
k2x+k
2
y
4s2 e−s
2(z−z′)2 .
and (3.38) becomes
Ψ1 =
1
2
√
πab
∑
m,n
e jkxm(x−x
′)e jkyn(y−y
′)
E∫
0
e−
k2xm+k
2
yn−k2
4s2 e−s
2(z−z′)2 ds
s2
(3.41)
Using the identity (3.36), we obtain
2√
π
∞∫
1/E
e
−
 
p2s2+ ζ
2
4s2

ds =
∞∫
1/E
e−p
2s2+
(jζ)2
4s2 ds
=
1
2p
[
e−j(jζ)perfc
(
p
1
E
− j jζ
2/E
)
+ e j(jζ)perfc
(
p
1
E
+ j
jζ
2/E
)]
=
1
2p
[
e ζperfc
(
p
E
+
ζE
2
)
+ e−ζperfc
(
p
E
− ζE
2
)]
(3.42)
Substituting s with 1/s, the integral in (3.41) becomes
E∫
0
e−
k2xm+k
2
yn−k2
4s2 e−s
2(z−z′)2 ds
s2
=
∞∫
1/E
e−
k2xm+k
2
yn−k2
4
s2− (z−z′)2
s2 ds =
∞∫
1/E
e−α
2
mns
2− (s(z−z′))
4s2 ds =
√
π
2
1
2αmn
[
e 2αmn(z−z
′)erfc
(αmn
E
+ (z − z′)E
)
+ e−2αmn(z−z
′)erfc
(αmn
E
− (z − z′)E
)]
(3.43)
where we substituted p = αmn and ζ = 2(z − z′) in (3.42). Finally, for Ψ1, one has the
following formula
Ψ1 =
1
8ab
∑
m,n
e jkxm(x−x′)e jkyn(y−y′)
αmn
∑
±
e±2αmn(z−z
′)erfc
(αmn
E
± (z − z′)E
)
(3.44)
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where
∑
±
designates the sum of the terms with + and − signs, and
α2mn =
1
4
(
k2xm + k
2
yn − k2
)
Splitting Parameter E and GFs Convergence
Both inﬁnite sums in (2.18) and (2.23) are slowly convergent. The image sum is converging
faster when the observer point is in the source point region, since the singularity is perfectly
included in the expression. However, close to the lateral periodic walls, the convergence is
deteriorated as the periodic boundary conditions (BCs) are going to be satisﬁed only for an
inﬁnite number of images taken into account. Each term of the modal sum, on the other
hand, satisﬁes the BCs at the lateral walls and, hence, the convergence of this sum is faster
close to the walls. However, taking into account the singularity at the source point would
require inﬁnite number of modes leading therefore to the slow convergence of the modal sum
in the source point region [14]. The Ewald method successfully combines both modal and
image formulations into a fast converging series.
The complementary error function which appears in both series Ψ1 and Ψ2 makes these
series converge rapidly. The best choice for the splitting parameter E is the one that balances
the rate of decay of the two series, making Ψ1 and Ψ2 contribute an equal number of terms
to the ﬁnal value Ψ. The approximation to the optimal value of E for 2-D orthogonal lattices
is given by E =
√
π/(ab) [51].
For high frequencies, or equivalently, large periodic spacings, the complementary error
functions in the ﬁrst terms (m = n = 0) of both Ψ1 and Ψ2 will take large imaginary
arguments and behave as exp(k2/(4E2)). These two terms will have very large values that
are approximately equal in amplitude but of opposite signs and summing them up will lead
to a severe loss of accuracy due to a ﬁnite machine precision. This problem can be remedied
by requiring that k2/(4E2) be smaller than a maximum permitted exponent H2. In that case
the value of the parameter E has to be chosen as
E = max
(√
π
ab
,
k
2H
)
. (3.45)
For more exhaustive study of the choice of optimum parameter E see [14].
3.2 Results
Section 3.1 gives a detailed overview of the accelerating techniques we intend to apply to 2-D
periodic Green’s functions.
In general, to accelerate the convergence of a slowly converging series, one needs to transform
it into another series that converges faster to the same limit as the original series. Our goal
is to ﬁrst explore general algorithms that are suited for 1-D series and are easy to implement.
In numerical computation one wants to show how the accelerating technique is favorable in
terms of CPU time and simple to apply. Then, generality is of importance, i.e. one wants
accelerating technique to be as much as possible independent from input parameters (cell
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size i.e. periodicity, incidence angles) values. Moreover, it is important to have an algorithm
valid for a wide class of problems, e.g. free-standing ground planes, periodically repeated
metallic patches deposited on a dielectric substrate, periodically perforated ground plane of
ﬁnite thickness, etc.
In this section, we initially treat accelerating techniques applied to 1-D sums. Then we
choose the most appropriate one that is to be extended to the 2-D periodic Green’s function
in both, the free-space and the multilayered case.
3.2.1 1-D periodic sums
The objective of this subsection is to make a qualitative study of the existing 1-D general
algorithms in order to ﬁnd one that will perform in an optimal way for any set of relevant
periodic structure’s parameters. To evidence the problem, we can say that it is impossible for
a single transform/algorithm to accelerate a wide class of series, for example, the ρ algorithm
works better on series where the partial sums show a monotonic behavior than on those with
oscillatory sequences. On the other hand, Wynn -  (Shanks) algorithm used here for 1-D
sums, would encounter, very fast, instabilities with monotonic sequences, even when small
accuracies are required, due to accumulation of round-oﬀ errors.Therefore, providing stable
results and good convergence for the diﬀerent unit cell’s sizes, diﬀerent angles of incidence and
for arbitrary source - observer distances is not so apparent. Moreover, comparing the most
popular algorithms readily available would provide us with the information which algorithm is
the most robust and reliable, and for that reason chosen to proceed to the real 2-D structures.
The compared algorithms are Shanks’, Chebyschev - Toeplitz, θ - algorithm, ρ - algorithm
and Levin’s transform, (see 3.1.2). Let us deﬁne:
Γspatial(x) =
∞∑
m=−∞
e−jk
i
xma
e−jk0(x−x′+ma)
4π(x− x′ + ma) (3.46)
Γspectral(x) =
∞∑
m=−∞
1
j2aγ
e−jkxm(x−x
′). (3.47)
First, we study 1-D inﬁnite sums (3.20) and (3.47) that are of same nature as 2-D inﬁnite
periodic Green’s functions. Without loss of generality, the source is ﬁxed at the origin x = 0
and the observer is placed at diﬀerent locations in the unit cell or “line segment” of size a.
For the sake of simplicity of notation in this subsection, further on we will name R = |x− x′|
source-observer distance.
For each case, the series in (3.20) or in (3.47) are summed up with suﬃciently large number
of terms to achieve a desired accuracy. The resulting sum is then employed in computing a
relative error deﬁned as
ζr =
∣∣∣ S˜ − S
S
∣∣∣ (3.48)
where S and S˜ are the values obtained from the direct sum calculated up to desired precision
and from a transformation method, respectively. The slow convergence rate of the sums (3.20)
and (3.47) can be simply demonstrated with a small numerical calculation e.g. even after
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Figure 3.1: Relative error as function of the number of terms for image formulation: a = 0.5λ;
R = 0.01λ; θi = φi = 0.
summing 200000 terms of (3.20) in a straightforward manner i.e. direct sum, two adjacent
partial sums still diﬀer in 6th digit which means that even after taking 100001 partial sums it
is not possible to obtain higher precision than in ﬁrst 6 signiﬁcant digits.
First, we consider the image sum of a 1-D periodic structure with periodicity given by a.
Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the convergence rate of the image sum (3.20) for direct sum and
diﬀerent acceleration algorithms applied to speed up its evaluation. For periodicity a = 0.5λ
and normal plane wave incidence, for both R = 0.01λ and R = 0.24λ, we observe that
the convergence is the best for θ and Shanks’ algorithm respectively, and smaller relative
error is observed when source and observer are close, R = 0.01λ. The worst convergence
rate is obtained by ρ algorithm that is almost as slow as direct sum. Next, the results
are shown for the same periodicity a = 0.5λ and R = 0.01λ but for angles of incidence
θi = ϕi = π/4, Fig. 3.3. It is obvious that the only algorithm giving a good convergence
rate is Shanks’ transform. While the results of Chebyschev-Toeplitz can be acceptable, if no
high accuracy is needed, all the other algorithms show a quite oscillatory behavior. For a
periodicity a = λ, source-observer distance R = 0.011λ and normal plane wave incidence,
results are presented in Fig. 3.4. In the case of real 2-D periodic Green’s function this set of
input parameters would lead to “blind spot” phenomena (see [58]). In case of 1-D image sum
(3.20) save for the Shanks’ algorithm, all the others break down. In the following, the results
of convergence study for modal sums (3.47) are presented. We consider the same 1-D periodic
array of point sources with periodicity a i.e. reciprocal lattice kxm deﬁned in (2.24). For a
normal plane wave incidence, periodicity a = 0.5λ and source-observer distance R = 0.24λ
the results are presented in Fig. 3.5. The relative error versus number of terms is decreasing
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Figure 3.2: Relative error as function of the number of terms for image formulation: a = 0.5λ;
|x− x′| = 0.24λ; θi = φi = 0.
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Figure 3.3: Relative error as function of the number of terms for image formulation: a = 0.5λ;
|x− x′| = 0.01λ; θi = φi = π/4.
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0.01λ; θi = φi = 0.
only in the case of Shanks’ transform while the convergence obtained by the others algorithms
cannot be considered as satisfactory. Then, in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, the results are shown
for direct sum, θ-algorithm and Shanks’ transform. For periodicity a = 0.98λ and source-
observer distance R = 0.48λ, the results obtained by Shanks’ transform are shown to be more
favorable compared to those obtained by θ-algorithm (see Fig. 3.6). For normal plane wave
incidence, periodicity a = 0.99λ, and source-observer distance R = 0.49λ, the convergence
rate presented in Fig. 3.7 is better for θ-algorithm than for Shanks, although both results are
acceptable. To sum up, for image sum (3.20), normal plane wave incidences, and diﬀerent
values of source-observer distance R, the best convergence is obtained for θ and Shanks’
transform. Slightly better results are obtained for smaller R, i.e. for the observer closer to
the source. That is as expected, since the image sum converges faster when the observer is
close to the source and encounters problems when fulﬁlling boundary conditions. However,
in case of plane incidence diﬀerent from normal one, and for conditions similar to those of a
blind spot for the real 2-D periodic Green’s function, the best relative error is achieved with
Shanks’ transform. For modal sums (3.47) for an arbitrary phase shift, the best results are
obtained with Shanks’ transform.
From the numerical experiments we can conclude that for 1-D sums, (3.20) and (3.47), only
Shanks’ transform and θ-algorithm give satisfactory convergence rate. More precisely, very
good convergence but not always very stable results are obtained with θ-algorithm, while the
Shanks’ transform gives fast convergence and stable results for any incidence, periodicity or
source-observer distance. For that reasons, the Shanks’ algorithm was opted as a deﬁnitive
choice to proceed to the treatment of 2-D planar structures.
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Figure 3.5: Relative error as function of the number of terms for modal formulation: a = 0.5λ;
R = 0.24λ; θi = φi = 0.
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Figure 3.6: Relative error as function of the number of terms for modal formulation: a = 0.98λ;
R = 0.48λ; θi = φi = π/4.
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R = 0.49λ; θi = φi = 0.
3.2.2 2-D periodic free-space Green’s function
Shanks’ transform was found to be the most robust and reliable technique for acceleration
of 1-D periodic sums. Therefore in this section we extend it to the case of 2-D periodic
problems. The function to be accelerated in this section is 2-D free-space periodic Green’s
function explained in 2.4. The response at (x, y, z) to each point source must be summed to
obtain the value of the double inﬁnite series. The incident ﬁeld is a plane wave given by wave
vector k. Both formulations, modal and image, are used to test the 2-D expansion of the
Shanks’ transform. Both formulations, image and modal sums are given by (2.18) and (2.20)
in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 respectively.
Both series (2.18) and (2.20) converge rapidly when source and observer are not on the
same plane z = z′ as the exponential factor aids in convergence. For that reason we consider
the most diﬃcult case - the source and the observer on the same plane of the structure, z = z′.
Shanks’ algorithm in 2-D
After a brief overview of the double inﬁnite sums to be accelerated, the explanation of the way
Shanks’ transform is implemented will be given in this subsection. The algorithm is applied
in following manner. For each m (x index)we deﬁne 1-D series and sum them up in n (y
index). Each “m” sum is accelerated by Shanks’ transform. In this way, a new 1-D inﬁnite
array is obtained, where each term is the approximation of the sum in y-direction. Once
more, the Shanks’ algorithm, more precisely Wynn’s ε algorithm, is applied to the new array
of partial sums and approximative value of 2-D inﬁnite sum found. The validity of the sums’
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approximations obtained by Shanks’ algorithm was compared to the values approximated by
Ewald’s transform which is known to converge fast [59]. The reason that we have opted for
Shanks’ algorithm was the simplicity of accelerating any type of series without any analytical
transform on the series’ kernel that is the main drawback of the Ewald’s transform. In order to
give an insight how the approximations of the free space periodic Green’s functions evaluated
by two diﬀerent means agree, the results are summarized in Table 3.1. It is shown that the
approximations of the periodic free-space Green’s function obtained with Ewald’s transform
and Shanks’ 2-D transform agree in ﬁrst 8 to 10 digits depending on the domain where the
transformations are performed and the choice of parameters (periodicity, cell size, incidence
angles). In the case of Shanks’ transform the total number of terms is (2 · 250+ 1)2 = 251001
while for Ewald’s transform only (2 · 2+ 1)2 = 25 terms in each of the two sums were needed.
Without loss of generality, source is always placed at the origin. In Fig. 3.8 results are shown
for both domains, for periodicity a = b = 0.5λ and a normal plane wave incidence, source-
observer distance 0.01
√
2λ. In Fig. 3.9, the relative error in the case of the Ewald’s transform
for the same situation is given. Next, in Fig. 3.10 the presented results correspond to the case
where the source-observer distance is 0.24
√
2λ and the other parameters kept the same as in
the previous case, followed by the Fig. 3.11 where the relative error is presented for the same
case by the means of Ewald’s transform. The oscillations in the modal sum do appear in the
range when the numerical precision of the machine is achieved. The results for the periodicity
a = b = 0.5λ, source-observer position 0.01
√
2λ and angles of incidence θi = ϕi = π/4 are
presented in Fig. 3.12.
d,x,θ,φ Shanks’ Ewald
(a) 5.18768391331903 - 0.31830989511007i 5.18768390867757 - 0.31830988618379i
(b) -0.32482245142574 - 0.31830988681800i -0.32482245196704 - 0.31830988618379i
(c) 5.25210692710614 - 0.42416940676606i 5.18799712354631 - 0.31883049513217i
(d) -1.99817123125621 - 0.07690576526595i -1.99773146869776 - 0.08119321655540i
Table 3.1: Approximation of the double inﬁnite periodic Green’s function obtained with Shanks’ 2D
algorithm and Ewald’s transform, (a) d = h = 0.5λ, x = y = 0.01λ, θi = φi = 0; (b)
d = h = 0.5λ, x = y = 0.24λ, θi = φi = 0; (c) d = h = 0.5λ, x = y = 0.01λ, θi = φi = π/4;
(d) d = h = 0.99λ, x = y = 0.49λ, θi = φi = 0.
Shanks’ algorithm “spiral”
In this part, another technique of accelerating the double inﬁnite periodic Green’s functions
using Shanks’ algorithm is elaborated. An idea that seemed logical to explore was to transform
the 2-D double sum into a 1-D inﬁnite sum and accelerate the latter with the Shanks’s
transform. In a 2-D array of point sources displaced in the orthogonal rectangular grid the
terms are taken in a spiral way starting from the unit cell source as shows Fig. 3.13. That
means the terms with the most important contribution are taken ﬁrst. After the 1-D array
is obtained, the cross-rule of Shanks’ algorithm (3.7) is applied to accelerate the sum. The
standard Wynn’s  algorithm is impossible to apply because of round-oﬀ errors. The new
sums are extremely irregularly oscillating series and the relative error are quite large. On the
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Figure 3.8: Relative error as a function of the number of terms for Shanks’ transform: a = b = 0.5λ;
R = 0.01
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2λ; θi = φi = 0.
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Figure 3.9: Relative error as a function of the number of terms for Ewald’s transform transform:
a = b = 0.5λ; R = 0.01
√
2λ; θi = φi = 0.
other hand, the good results are expected since the series is accelerated eﬀectively twice, once
summing the most important terms ﬁrst and the second time applying the general accelerating
algorithm. The results are shown in Fig. 3.14–Fig. 3.2.2. This trial of accelerating the 2-
D inﬁnite periodic Green’s function by transforming it into the one dimensional sum and
applying Shank’s transform does not give satisfactory error. This can be explained by the
very irregular oscillatory behavior of the series.
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Figure 3.10: Relative error as a function of the number of terms for Shanks’ transform: a = b = 0.5λ;
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Figure 3.11: Relative error as a function of the number of terms for Ewald’s transform: a = b = 0.5λ;
R = 0.24
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Figure 3.12: Relative error as a function of the number of terms for Shanks’ transform: a = b = 0.5λ;
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Figure 3.13: 2-D array of sources.
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Figure 3.14: Partial sums and a small sequence of the spiral array representing 2-D inﬁnite periodic
Green’s function-direct image sum.
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Figure 3.16: Partial sums and a small sequence of the spiral array representing 2-D inﬁnite periodic
Green’s function-direct modal sum.
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3.3 Green’s function for multilayered structures
The conﬁguration to be studied is made of metallic structures embedded in laterally un-
bounded large dielectric slabs with or without the ground plane below as sketched in Fig. 3.18.
For the sake of simplicity the structure studied here will be a single layered dielectric slab with
Figure 3.18: 2-D periodic structure of metallic patches printed on dielectric slabs.
the ground plane below. The general form of multilayered Green’s functions is presented in
details in Chapter 2. For a given slab of thickness h, identical elements of an arbitrary shape
are evenly distributed along both planar axes with periodicities of a and b. The thickness
of these conductors is assumed to be negligible. The stratiﬁed structure is illuminated by a
plane wave with the incidence angle speciﬁed by θin and ϕin. The periodic Green’s functions
are deﬁned in the form of modal sums or the sum of images i.e. in “spectral” and “spatial”
formulation respectively as
Gp =
1
S
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
G˜mn(kxm, kyn)e−jkxm(x−x
′)e−jkyn(y−y
′) (3.49)
Gp =
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
Gmn(x, y)e jk
i
xmae jk
i
ynb (3.50)
3.3.1 Shanks’ algorithm
Calculations are made for “on-plane” case where the series (3.49), as well as the series (3.50),
have the slowest convergence, i.e., z = z′ = 0. The structure under consideration is 2-D inﬁnite
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array of patches evenly distributed in x− y plane printed on a single dielectric slab Fig. 3.19.
The periodicity is given by a = b = 1.1λ0, frequency equal f = 30GHz and normal plane wave
incidence. Without any loss of generality, a source is placed at x′ = y′ = 0 and the observer is
taken to be at diﬀerent locations ρ where ρ =
√
x2 + y2 with x = y, i.e. the observer moves
along the unit cell’s diagonal.
Figure 3.19: 2-D periodic structure printed on a single layered dielectric slab.
Spatial domain
The spatial Green’s function for open microstrip structures, that is a case in our problem
here, is generally represented by oscillatory Sommerfeld integrals. In this subsection we will
show the results for the convergence study of image sum accelerated by Shanks’ transform.
The results were veriﬁed with those obtained by Ewald’s transform.
The simulations are performed for the substrate thickness h/λ0 = 0.04 and the number of
partial sums given by 36, that makes in overall a total number of terms 5329. The relative
permittivity taken to be 1 facilitates the results check-up, since the GFs calculated using
Sommerfeld integrals, being easy to compare with the Ewald’s transform. In Fig. 3.20 the
real and the imaginary parts of the scalar potential Green’s function vs. normalized transverse
distance are presented for the source position (x0, y0) = (0.005a, 0.005b). It is evident that
still not enough terms are taken to achieve a smooth curve, but the problem lies, besides
the Shank’s algorithm, in the way the spatial Green’s function is evaluated, that will be
explained later. In Fig. 3.21 the real and the imaginary parts of the vector potential Green’s
function vs. normalized transverse distance are presented for the source position (x0, y0) =
(0.5a, 0.5b). The function’s approximations obtained by Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform show
good agreement. Next, in the Fig. 3.22 only the source position being changed (x0, y0) =
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Figure 3.20: Real and imaginary part of image sum - periodic Green’s function for the scalar potential
vs. the normalized transverse source-observer distance ρ/λ0.
(0.25a, 0.75b) and the results shown for both, the Shanks’ and the Ewald’s transform. It is
clear that those obtained by Ewald’s transform give a better approximation of the Green’s
function.
Spectral domain
As a numerical example, the sum formula (3.49) accelerated by the ameliorated version of
the cross-rule Shanks’ transform is used to evaluate the periodic Green’s function of a 2-D
structure of x-directed point dipole sources printed on a grounded substrate of thickness h
and relative permittivity εr. The function evaluated here is the scalar potential of a point
charge.
Fig. 3.23 shows the magnitude of the periodic Green’s function of the scalar potential cal-
culated using the Shanks’ transform vs. normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for the pe-
riodic structure printed on a substrate εr = 9.8 and for the diﬀerent substrate thickness,
h/λ = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06. The results obtained for the same structure but for the diﬀerent
εr = 2.55 are presented in Fig. 3.24. For the value of the substrate thickness h/λ0 = 0.04
results agree well with the results obtained by Shubair et al. [60]. It is observed in both,
Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.24, along the diagonal line of the unit cell, that the scalar potential peri-
odic Green’s function has a strong ﬁeld at the sources: ρ = 0, 1.56λ0. Between the sources, the
Green’s function is dominated by the surface wave that increases in magnitude with increased
dielectric constant and increased substrate thickness h/λ0. The magnitude of the scalar po-
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Figure 3.21: Real and imaginary part of image sum - periodic Green’s function for the vector poten-
tial vs. the normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0.
tential periodic Green’s function calculated using modal sums and the sum of images for the
grounded slab of thickness h/λ0 = 0.04 with the relative dielectric constant equal to that of
the free-space εr = 1 is shown in Fig. 3.25. The good agreement between the approximations
of periodic Green’s function obtained by the modal sums and the sum of images is observed.
On the contrary, the results for the scalar potential periodic Green’s function, presented in
Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 that are for εr = 9.8 and for the substrate thickness h/λ0 = 0.04 and
h/λ0 = 0.046, respectively, justify the choice of the modal sums’ formulation to proceed fur-
ther. The sums in both, (3.49) and (3.50), were truncated after 78 partial sums that gives in
total (2 ·78+1)2 = 24639 terms. It is obvious that for the same number of terms in the double
sums the smooth and stable Green’s function approximation is obtained by the modal sums
while for the same number of partial sums the sum of images shows an oscillatory behavior.
This can be explained by the fact that every term in the image sum is numerically obtained
by evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral. A lot of terms need to be taken in the image sum
to converge. In other terms, it means large distances in Sommerfeld integral (the more terms
we take to sum up the 2-D periodic Green’s function the more distant will be the source
and image). For large distances high accuracy in Sommerfeld integral evaluation can not be
achieved and therefore special Taylor series for integration along imaginary axis should be
implemented [25, 27].
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Figure 3.22: Real and imaginary part of image sum - periodic Green’s function for the vector poten-
tial vs. the normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0.
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Figure 3.23: Magnitude of modal sum - periodic Green’s function Gp for the charge scalar potential
calculated using the Shanks’ transform vs. normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for
εr = 9.8.
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Figure 3.24: Magnitude of modal sum - periodic Green’s function Gp for the charge scalar potential
calculated using the Shanks’ transform vs. normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for
εr = 2.55; for the value of h/λ0 = 0.04 results are compared to those obtained in [60].
Error study
An error study for the modal sums is done i.e. the relative error is calculated versus the number
of terms (partial sums) in two diﬀerent ways for a single grounded dielectric substrate with
εr = 2.55 and h/λ = 0.04. One way is given by (3.48). Another way is given by
ζr =
∣∣∣Sn+1 − Sn
Sn
∣∣∣ (3.51)
Without any loss of generality the source is taken to be at the origin (x0, y0) = (0, 0) and the
observer is placed at the diﬀerent locations in the reference cell of dimensions a = b = 1.1λ0.
The results for the diﬀerent observer positions: (x0, y0) = (0.1a, 0.1b), (x0, y0) = (0.5a, 0.5b),
(x0, y0) = (0.95a, 0.6b) and (x0, y0) = (0.95a, 0.05b) are shown in Fig. 3.28–Fig. 3.31 respec-
tively. The best error is achieved for the case in the Fig. 3.29 what is expected, since the
observer point is in the center of the cell and far away from the source and its replicas.
The worst results are achieved for observer positions that are close to the source as shown
inFig. 3.28 and Fig. 3.31. The diﬀerent means of calculating the relative error are applied in
order to get insight into the diﬀerence of evaluating the relative error with the reference value
as shown in (3.48) or evaluating the relative diﬀerence of the two successive partial sums, i.e.
how fast the diﬀerence between partial sums vanishes.
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Figure 3.25: Magnitude of the periodic Green’s function Gp for the charge scalar potential calculated
using the Shanks’ transform applied to the sum of images and the modal sums vs.
normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for εr = 1; for the value of h/λ0 = 0.04.
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Figure 3.26: Magnitude of the periodic Green’s function Gp for the charge scalar potential calculated
using the Shanks’ transform applied to the sum of images and the modal sums vs.
normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for εr = 9.8; for the value of h/λ0 = 0.04.
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Figure 3.27: Magnitude of the periodic Green’s function Gp for the charge scalar potential calculated
using the Shanks’ transform applied to the sum of images and the modal sums vs.
normalized transverse distance ρ/λ0 for εr = 9.8; for the value of h/λ0 = 0.06.
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Figure 3.28: Relative error vs. number of partial sums; solid line - relative error calculated with
successive terms, cross - relative error calculated with reference value; observer position
(x0, y0) = (0.1a, 0.1b).
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Figure 3.29: Relative error vs. number of partial sums; solid line - relative error calculated with
successive terms, cross - relative error calculated with reference value; observer position
(x0, y0) = (0.5a, 0.5b).
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Figure 3.30: Relative error vs. number of partial sums; solid line - relative error calculated with
successive terms, cross - relative error calculated with reference value; observer position
(x0, y0) = (0.95a, 0.6b).
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Figure 3.31: Relative error vs. number of partial sums; solid line - relative error calculated with
successive terms, cross - relative error calculated with reference value; observer position
(x0, y0) = (0.95a, 0.05b).
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3.4 Application of Accelerating Techniques to FSSs Canonical Case
In this section, a practical application of acceleration techniques to the evaluation of the MoM
matrix is presented. An an example FSSs having unit cell in the shape of a cross is taken. The
current distribution on the unit cell of periodic structure, for x-directed plane wave excitation,
is obtained by three diﬀerent means:
 Brute force to perform the summation in the periodic Green’s functions, and truncated
the sum after 151 terms in each direction.
 Shanks’ transform in 2-D to speed up the convergence of the sum, and needed only 40
terms in each direction. The computation time needed for the second method is 15
times less than for the brute force approach to obtain the same precision.
 Ewald’s transform used to evaluate the periodic GFs
The current distribution of the FSSs obtained by Shanks’ transform is given in Fig. 3.32.
The currents distributions are then evaluated by direct sum and by Ewald’s transform and
compared to that obtained by Shanks’ transform. The diﬀerence between Shanks’ transform
and the direct sum evaluation is presented in Fig. 3.33(a) and the diﬀerence between Shanks’
and Ewald’s transform is presented in Fig. 3.33(b). It can be noted that Shanks’ and Ewald’s
transform give the results that are closer for the order of magnitude compared to the diﬀerence
of Shanks’ transform and the direct sum.
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Figure 3.32: Current distribution for the free space periodic structure, with the unit cell in the
shape of a cross; λ = 80mm, f = 3747.4MHz; periodicity of the structure given by
a = b = 128mm = 8/5λ; applied accelerating technique Shanks’ transform in 2-D.
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(a) Diﬀerence of the current distribution for Shanks’ transform in 2-D and direct sum.
(b) Diﬀerence of the current distribution for Shanks’ transform in 2-D and Ewald’s
transform.
Figure 3.33: Diﬀerences of currents distributions obtained by diﬀerent means
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3.5 Conclusions
The investigations done so far have brought signiﬁcant conclusions. Results presented in 3.2.1
reveal that among all the general techniques only Shanks’ transform can answer to all the
variety of input parameters. Numerical simulations, without any loss of generality, are done
for the same unit cell’s size (i.e. periodicity) putting the point to the ability of the accelerating
algorithms to approximate well the sums for the case of arbitrary plane wave incidence and
arbitrary source-observer distances. It is assumed that we are not dealing with large periodic
spacings of the structure that exceed few wavelengths λ. Further Shanks’ transform has been
applied to 2-D structures by two means:
- the double inﬁnite sum transformed to a single 1-D inﬁnite sum accelerated by Shanks’
but did not give expected results
- Shanks’ transform applied twice to the double inﬁnite sum of the free space GF’s (once
in each dimension)
After a good agreement between the GF’s approximations for the free-space case, obtained by
Shanks algorithm and by Ewald’s transform was observed, the next step was to accelerate the
periodic Green’s function for multilayered media. The study was done for both formulations
of multilayered periodic GFs, sum of images and modal sums.
As a numerical example, a single grounded dielectric slab is taken. The simulations are
performed for the dielectric permittivity εr = 9.8 and for two diﬀerent substrate thickness
h/λ0 = 0.04 and h/λ0 = 0.06 for the last index in both partial sums equal sums equal n = 36.
It is obvious that under the same conditions the modal sum is giving a smooth approximation
of the periodic GF compared to that approximated by the sum of images. The oscillations in
the sum of images, already explained in 3.3.1 by the evaluation of Sommerfeld integrals, leave
the choice of modal sums to proceed further.
4 New Method for Acceleration of
Multilayered Periodic Green’s Function
Using Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform
4.1 Theory basis
For developing this method the starting point is the kernel of the inﬁnite periodic GFs calcu-
lated by the means of transmission line model [25]. First the modal sum is separated into two
parts, dynamic and static part, method already known as Kummer’s method [50]. Initially
the dynamic sum is accelerated by the improved version of Shanks’ transform while the static
part being only transformed by Poisson’s sum formula. The precision and gain in CPU time
was still improved by the Ewald’s transform applied to the static term. The MPOF could be
avoided since the static term keeps the form of the free-space periodic Green’s function and
allows the Ewald’s transform to be applied in the same manner. In the following, all the steps
will be explained in details.
A single grounded dielectric slab Fig. 4.1, is taken as a numerical example. The structure
Figure 4.1: Side view of a single grounded dielectric slab.
can be represented by an equivalent transmission line model Fig. 4.2. Depending on the
presence of the ground plane, the load impedance ZL will be replaced with the intrinsic
impedance of free space, η0 = 376.7 ≈ 120πΩ, if the dielectric slab is not grounded or by zero
in the case of a perfect ground plane below the dielectric layer. From the circuit theory we
know that the voltages and currents at the end points of a transmission line can be related
by the following equation written in a matrix form:
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Figure 4.2: Equivalent circuit model for the structure in Fig. 4.1.
[
V1
I1
]
=
[
cos(uh) jZc sin(uh)
1
Zc
j sin(uh) cos(uh)
]
·
[
V2
I2
]
G˜xxA =
V TE
jω
(4.1)
G˜V =
ω
k2

(
jV TM +
V TE
j
)
(4.2)
where the transverse spectral variable of the periodic structure is given by
k2
 = k
2
xm + k
2
yn =
(
kix +
2πm
ax
)2
+
(
kiy +
2πn
by
)2
(4.3)
and
V TE/TM =
Z
TE/TM
air · jZTE/TMc tan(−juh)
Z
TE/TM
air + jZ
TE/TM
c tan(−juh)
(4.4)
In the previous equations the characteristic impedances for air/dielectric are given by
ZTEc =
ωµrµ0
−ju Z
TE
air =
ωµ0
−ju0 (4.5)
ZTMc =
−ju
ωεrε0
ZTMair =
−ju0
ωε0
(4.6)
and we have deﬁned
u2 = k2
 − εrk20 u20 = k2
 − k20 (4.7)
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For indices m = n = 0 the scalar potential GF, GV takes the form of:
G˜v = M · µ0
ε20
· ju0 − u
εruu0
· 1(
ZTMair + jZTMc ·M
)(
ZTEair + jZTEc ·M
) (4.8)
where M = tan(juh). In a general case, function tanh should be used but since no losses are
assumed function tan is used (remark: k0 = ω
√
µ0ε0). The expression for the voltage V1 used
in the expressions for the potential GF of the single layered slab without the ground plane is
given by:
V
TE/TM
1 =
Z
TE/TM
air · ZTE/TMc
(
Z
TE/TM
air + jZ
TE/TM
c tan(−juh)
)
2ZTE/TMair Z
TE/TM
c + j tan(−juh) ·
[
(ZTE/TMair )2 + (Z
TE/TM
c )2
] (4.9)
and for the grounded dielectric slab:
V1 =
Z
TE/TM
air · jZTE/TMc tan(−juh)
Z
TE/TM
air + jZ
TE/TM
c tan(−juh)
(4.10)
From the circuit theory it is known that the voltage V1 can be found as V1 = I1 ·Z+in||Z−in where
the generator’s impedance corresponds to that of free-space Z−in = 120π and the impedance
Z+in is easily found as an input impedance of a transmission line with the load impedance
120πΩ or 0Ω. After the Shanks’ transform is applied to both, sum of images and modal
sums, the aim was to explore a new technique that will be faster in terms of CPU time
and fewer terms will be needed to achieve more accurate results. The idea was to separate
singular and non-singular contributions to the total sum of the periodic GF, Gp and accelerate
them separately. We must admit that the idea is not new and appears as the basis of the
work of several diﬀerent authors [53, 60, 61] and was eﬀectively preceded by the Kummer’s
transform [50]. First step in our method was to reformulate the periodic GF as follows:
Gp =
1
ab
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
(
G˜mn − G˜amn
)
e−jkxm(x−x
′)e−jkyn(y−y
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic
+
1
ab
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
G˜amne
−jkxm(x−x′)e−jkyn(y−y
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
static
(4.11)
It is important to mention that all the further calculations are done for the case of vector
potential periodic Green’s function. The double inﬁnite sum is transformed into the sum of
“dynamic” part and the “static” part that contains the singular contribution. When the static
part is determined it is subtracted from the original sum and added at once. The improved
version of the Shanks’ cross-rule is then applied to the dynamic part of the sum, and what is
left is to accelerate the static part in terms of modal sums. This new double sum is further
transformed to the spatial domain that provides the implementation of the Ewald’s transform
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Figure 4.3: Transverse equivalent network representation used to obtain the static spectral domain
GF [25].
in same way it was done before for the free-space periodic Green’s function.
4.2 Calculation of the Static Part
We consider the case of a mode inﬁnitely below the cut-oﬀ, it means that it cannot propagate
along the transmission line. In such case, the mode is attenuated before it arrives to the ﬁrst
dielectric interface, so that the equivalent network for the static part of the spectral domain
Green’s function is composed of only two inﬁnite transmission line sections, above and below
the exciting generator [25]. The static voltage V0m,n can now be computed in the equivalent
circuit Fig. 4.3 with current generator Ig = 1A where (N − 1) and N denote the substrate
layers above and below the source respectively. The source level is taken as a reference and
(N − 1) and N are substrate layers above and below the source, respectively. The “static”
voltage becomes now:
V0m,n = Z
N−1
cm,n ||ZNcm,n =
ZN−1cm,n · ZNcm,n
ZN−1cm,n + ZNcm,n
(4.12)
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In a further text the indices m,n as well as N,N − 1 will be omitted to simplify the notation
without any loss of generality.
ZTEc =
ωµ0µr
−ju Z
TM
c =
−ju
ωε0εr
(4.13)
where u is given by u2 = k2
 − εrµrk20. Under these assumptions and after some algebraic
manipulations [25], the static voltage coeﬃcient take the following values for both TE and
TM cases
V TE0m,n =
jdωTE
k
m,n
V TM0m,n =
k
m,n
jdωTM
where (4.14)
dωTE = ωµ0M(s) dωTM = ωε0E(s) and (4.15)
M(s) =
µr(N)µr(N − 1)
µr(N) + µr(N − 1) E(s) = εr(N − 1) + εr(N). (4.16)
where s being a corresponding generic layer in the transmission line. Knowing that
G˜xxA =
V TE
jω
and V TE0 =
jωµ0M(s)
k
m,n
(4.17)
the following expression for the static term kernel is obtained
G˜xxA0 =
V TE0
jω
=
µ0M(s)
k
m,n
=
µ0
2k
m,n
(4.18)
Let us see the way u = k
m,n is computed: it is valid for m,n −→ ∞, that is, for the static
case. Practically, it means that in the schema Fig. 4.3 input impedance Zcm,n sees an open
line. In the expression
u2 = k2
m,n = k
2

 − εrµrk20 (4.19)
nothing will change if the same term is added and subtracted on the right side as
u2 = k2
m,n = k
2

 + U
2 − (εrµrk20 + U2) (4.20)
and for the condition m,n −→∞ it is easy to observe that
k
m,n  k0 (4.21)
and for that reason, the term εrµrk20 in the (4.19) can be omitted. Introducing the smoothing
parameter U the problems that would occur for m = n = 0 and the normal plane wave
incidence are avoided [50]. Finally, the denominator in (4.18) looks like
k2
m,n ≈ k2xm + k2yn + U2 = k2
 + U2 (4.22)
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4.2.1 Applying Ewald’s Transform to the Static GF
As already mentioned, our periodic inﬁnite GF, Gp can be rewritten as a sum of two parts, the
dynamic and the static parts. For the dynamic part of the sum the problem of convergence
is treated applying the improved version of a cross-rule Shanks’ algorithm. What is left is to
explain the solution of the static sum convergence problem. Let us rewrite once more the sum
that is now focus of our interest
G˜p0 =
1
ab
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
1
2k
mn
e−kmn |z−z
′|e−jkxm(x−x
′)e−jkyn(y−y
′). (4.23)
The “on-plane” case, i.e. z = z′, will be assumed to simplify the mathematics. That will
practically result in replacing the term e−kmn |z−z′| by 1. Applying the Poisson’s sum trans-
formation ∑
m,n
G(x−ma, y − nb) = 1
ab
∑
m,n
G˜
(2mπ
a
,
2nπ
b
)
e j
2mπ
a
xe j
2nπ
b
y (4.24)
to (4.23) yields
Gp0 =
1
4π
+∞∑
m=−∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
e−URmn
Rmn
e j2πmae j2πnb (4.25)
where Rmn =
√
(x− x′ −ma)2 + (y − y′ − nb)2 (4.26)
So, ﬁnally (4.11) can be written as follows
Gp =
1
ab
+∞∑
m=−∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
(
G˜xxA −G˜xxA0
)
e−jkxm(x−x
′)e−jkyn(y−y
′)+
1
4π
+∞∑
m=−∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
e j2π(ma+nb)
eURmn
Rmn
(4.27)
Equation (4.27) is derived form the equation (4.11) by adding and subtracting spatial and
spectral representation, respectively, of the free-space GF for a medium with imaginary wave
number k = −jU (U = jk). The U is a smoothing parameter and it will smooth the
approximate of the series as a function of m and n. As a consequence, its Fourier transform
(appearing in the last term of (4.27)) decays exponentially for large values of the transform
variables. A reasonable choice for U which seems to ensure good convergence for both spatial
and spectral sum in (4.27) is about half size of the maximum reciprocal lattice base vector
2π
a /2 =
π
a [50]. One of the consequences of the acceleration techniques application is to isolate
the proper singularity in the sum to the m = 0, n = 0 term of the last series in (4.27). The
term is
eUR00
4πR00
R00 → 0−−−−−→
1
4πR00
(4.28)
where R00 is the distance between the source point at the origin (0, 0) of the unit cell and the
observation point. In the MoM application it may be handled just as a free-space point source
GF. This step is not necessary in our case since the Ewald transform is used to further enhance
the convergence of the last series in (4.27). The double inﬁnite sum whose convergence will
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be enhanced further by Ewald’s transform and is expressed as following
G˜p0 =
1
ab
+∞∑
m=−∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
G˜xxA0e
−kmn |z−z′|e−jkxm(x−x
′)e−jkyn(y−y
′) (4.29)
where the kernel of the series (4.29) is given by
G˜xxA0 =
µ0
2
1
k
mn
and k2
mn = k
2
xm + k
2
yn + U
2 (4.30)
Without loss of generality, we can drop µ0, since it only suggests that we deal with the vector
potential, and applying the Poisson’s sum formula to the rest of the sum (4.30) we obtain
1
4π
+∞∑
m=−∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
e jk
i
xmae jk
i
ynb
e−URmn
Rmn
(4.31)
Without loosing generality the indices m,n can be replaced by −m,−n since in both sums
they are taking all the integer values from −∞ till ∞ . Now the equation (4.31) is the same
as
Ψ =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jkRmn
Rmn
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb (4.32)
used as a starting point in Ewald’s transform calculation in a free-space case, save for the jk
that becomes a smoothing parameter U in the case of the static sum. We can proceed with
Ewald’s transform in a similar manner as in the case of free-space GFs. An assumption z = z′
is introduced to simplify the expression for Rmn since our calculations will be performed for
source and observer being on the same z level. Furthermore, in the identity
e−jkR
R
=
2√
π
∫ ∞
0
e−R
2s2+ k
2
4s2 ds (4.33)
replacing jk by U becomes
e−UR
R
=
2√
π
∫ ∞
0
e−R
2s2− U2
4s2 ds (4.34)
introducing the parameter E =
√
π/ab to split the integral path one obtains Ψ = Ψ1 + Ψ2
Ψ1 =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb
2√
π
∫ E
0
e−R
2s2− U2
4s2 ds (4.35)
Ψ2 =
1
4π
∑
m,n
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb
2√
π
∫ ∞
E
e−R
2s2− U2
4s2 ds (4.36)
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Let us see what we obtain for Ψ2. Taking into account the identity
2√
π
∫ ∞
r
e−p
2s2+ q
2
4s2 ds =
1
2p
(
e−jpqerfc
(
pr − jq
2r
)
+ e−jpqerfc
(
pr +
jq
2r
))
(4.37)
and replacing p = Rmn > 0, q = k = −jU , r = E equation (4.36) becomes
Ψ2 =
1
8π
∑
m,n
e−jkixmae−jk
i
ynb
Rmn
[
e−URmnerfc
(
RmnE − U2E
)
+ eURmnerfc
(
RmnE +
U
2E
)]
(4.38)
which rewritten in a more compact form gives
Ψ2 =
1
8π
∑
m,n
e−jkximae−jkyinb
Rmn
∑
±
e±URmnerfc
(
RmnE ± U2E
)
(4.39)
The calculation of Ψ1 is less trivial. The equation (4.36) can be rewritten in the following
form
Ψ1 =
1
4π
∫ E
0
2
π
e−
U2
4s2 ds
∑
m,n
e−R
2s2−jmkxia−jnkyib (4.40)
that allows the application of the Poisson’s sum formula∑
m,n
f(x− x′ −ma, y− y− nb, z − z′)e−jmkixae−jnkiyb = 1
ab
∑
m,n
f˜(kxm, kyn)e jkxm(x−x
′)e jkyn(y−y
′)
(4.41)
to be easily implemented for the sum in (4.40)∑
m,n
e−R
2
mns
2
e−jmk
i
xae−jnk
i
yb (4.42)
After some algebra, Ψ1 can be presented as follows
Ψ1 =
1
8ab
∑
m,n
e jkxm(x−x′)e jkyn(y−y′)
αmn
∑
±
e±αmn(z−z
′)erfc
(αmn
E
± (z − z′)E) (4.43)
As previously mentioned, the source and the observer being on the same level implies z−z′ = 0
and therefore e±2αmn(z−z′) = 1. For the static sum αmn reduces to
α2mn =
1
4
(
k2xm + k
2
yn − k2
)
=
1
4
(
k2xm + k
2
yn + U
2
)
(4.44)
αmn =
1
2
√
k2xm + k2yn + U2 =⇒ αmn =
k
mn
2
(4.45)
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Finally Ψ1 can be reformulated in more compact form that will used in our application
Ψ1 =
1
2Ω
∞∑
m,n=−∞
e jkxm(x−x′)e jkyn(y−y′)
k
mn
erfc
(k
mn
2E
)
(4.46)
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4.2.2 Calculation of the Residuum
One way to check the validity of our method is to compare the value of the residuum obtained
analytically and numerically. Eﬀectively it is easy to calculate its value analytically, since it is
obtained as a product of the absolute value of the source-observer distance when the same is
reaching an inﬁnitesimal small value and the GF which tends to ∞. Analytical observations
show that the “responsible” for the residuum is the sum Ψ2 (4.39), of the Ewald’s treated
static part of the total sum Gp. Assuming m = n = 0 in (4.39), and multiplying Ψ2 with 
when  −→ 0 we end up with
Res = lim

→0
Ψ2
∣∣∣
m=n=0
=
1
8π
 · e
−jkixmae−jk
i
ynb
R00
(
erfc
(U
E
)
+ erfc
(−U
E
))
(4.47)
where  =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 = R00 (4.48)
and the concrete value Res = 0.0796 and for periodicity a = b = 1.1λ. The same value is
obtained numerically when the values m = n = 0 are passed in Gp and our Green’s function is
multiplied with  → 0, Fig. 4.4. This step was done to conﬁrm agreement between the theory
and the numerical code.
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Figure 4.4: Residuum via Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform.
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4.2.3 Ewald’s Transform vs. Modal Static Term
The usefulness of applying Ewald’s transform on the static part of the sum Gp that is initially
given in terms of modal sums, is simply illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The sum of modes will at  = 0
converge very slow, while the Ewald’s transform takes into account this singularity perfectly.
The experiments are done for a single dielectric grounded structure with the permittivity
εr = 9.8, slab thickness h = 0.06λ0, periodicity a = b = 1.1λ0 at frequency f = 30GHz. The
source is placed at the origin (0, 0) and the observer is changing the position along the cell’s
diagonal. The number of terms taken in the direct sum is (2 · 76 + 1)2 = 23409 while for
Ewald’s transform the number is (2 · 2 + 1)2 = 25. It is important to underline that under
these circumstances smooth function is obtained only in Ewald’s case, Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Quasi Static part calculated as sum of modes - solid line with asterisk; by the means of
Ewald - dotted line.
4.2.4 Ewald vs. Poisson’s Transform
The next study was done to demonstrate the advantages of the Ewald’s transform over the
often applied Poisson’s summation formula to the extracted part of the series (4.11), specially
in terms of accuracy. The relative error is calculated versus the number of terms taken in
partial sums and the curves are plotted for two diﬀerent positions of the observer, the source
being placed at the origin (0, 0). The other parameters are the same as in subsection 4.2.1.
The solid line presents results for the observer being at a distance 0.5
√
2aλ on the unit cell’s
diagonal, from the source. In terms of concrete values approximate the (4.29) means that,
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Figure 4.6: Quasi Static part calculated as sum of modes - solid line with asteriks; by the means of
Ewald - dotted line (same as Fig. 4.5 just zoomed).
for example with the Poisson’s summation formula (2 · 5 + 1)2 = 121 terms need to be taken
in order to achieve accuracy in a ﬁrst 6 digits, while in a case of the Ewald’s transform even
taking only (2 · 2 + 1)2 = 25 terms the two neighboring sums do agree in 8 signiﬁcant digits.
The dotted line with asteriks gives the data for the observer being close to the source at the
distance 0.001
√
2aλ on the cell’s diagonal i.e. close to the singularity Fig. 4.7. The same
analysis gives that in Posson’s sum to obtain accuracy in 8 ﬁrst digits (2 · 4 + 1)2 = 81 terms
must be taken, while with the Ewald’s transform taking only the ﬁrst partial sum will do the
sums equal in 7 signiﬁcant digits while taking only one more partial sum the successive sums
are completely equal (15 digits after decimal point!).
4.3 Discussion of Results
A small numerical experiment is provided to show the behavior of the GF versus the number
of partial sums/terms to approximate the dynamic part (Shanks’ transformation applied),
static part (Ewald’s transformation applied) and complete sum Gp (Shanks’ transformation
applied). The dynamic and the static sum together give contribution to the ﬁnal value of the
periodic GF. It is evident that even taking hundreds of the partial sums will not be enough in
case of Shanks’ transformation applied to the total sum Gp to stop oscillating while in case of
static and dynamic part roughly speaking not more that 30 partial sums in the dynamic part
will be needed to achieve “smooth” approximation, while for the static part only one terms
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Figure 4.7: Relative error versus number of terms in the Poisson transform of the series (4.29) where
solid line means observer position in the middle of the unit cell and dotted line means
observer position close to source.
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is enough. Time study reveals that taking 76 partial sums in case of Shanks’ transformation
alone, what is shown to be about a minimum terms to obtain acceptable approximations, the
CPU time needed is about 25 more than in case of our method where 2 partial sums were
taken in Ewald’s transform and 16 in the Shanks’ transform applied to the dynamic sum.
4.4 Terms and Time Study
This study and the accompanying ﬁgures are done with the intention to demonstrate how the
number of terms aﬀects the periodic Green’s function behavior when the Shanks’ transforma-
tion is applied to the complete GF, to the dynamic part only, the Ewald’s transform applied to
the static part and our method which combines the Shanks’ and the Ewald’s transformation.
In Fig. 4.8–Fig. 4.11 the same colors are used to designate diﬀerent curves that correspond
to diﬀerent source-observer distances. Red -  = 0.001axλ0
√
2; black -  = 0.01axλ0
√
2; pink
-  = 0.5axλ0
√
2; blue -  = 0.4axλ0
√
2; green -  = 0.25axλ0
√
2; orange -  = 0.1axλ0
√
2.
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Figure 4.8: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when Shanks’ cross rule
applied to the entire double sum Red -  = 0.001axλ0
√
2; black -  = 0.01axλ0
√
2; pink -
 = 0.5axλ0
√
2; blue -  = 0.4axλ0
√
2; green -  = 0.25axλ0
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The CPU time is calculated for both, Shanks cross rule applied to the entire periodic GF
and for our method, and compared. Numerical experiments are done for the source placed
at the origin (0, 0) without loss of generality and the observer moving along the unit cell’s
diagonal. The GF values were calculated in 100 diﬀerent points along the diagonal. We
ﬁnd this time study more reliable than those of [61] since calculating the time only for a
speciﬁc source-observer distance will vary depending on the proximity of the source, while
in our case the source-observer distance sweep all the values that would appear in the calcu-
lations of the complete GF over the whole cell where the number of terms should be taken
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Figure 4.9: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when Shanks’ cross rule
applied to the dynamic part of the double sum Red - 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Figure 4.10: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when Ewald’s transform
applied to the static part of the double sum Red - 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Figure 4.11: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when our method applied
to the entire double sum Red - 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according to the worst case scenario (singularity case). Time needed for our method was 50
times less than the time needed for Shanks’ transform. In a case of our method 70 partial
sums were taken in a dynamic sum and 2 for the static sum, while in Shanks’ transform
350 partial sums were taken. In both methods the worst case is considered and for that
reason the maximum number of partial sums taken to ensure good convergence in a sin-
gular region. On a Pentium (R) 3.2GHz and 1.99GB RAM time needed for the Shanks’
transformation was 337.3125s, and for our method 6.656250s. Keeping the same parameters
εr = 2.1, f = 30GHz, λ = 10mm, a = b = 11mm = 1.1λ the time was compared for 2 diﬀerent
source-observer distances 1 = 0.78λ and 2 = 1.54λ that correspond to the scenario source-
observer far-away and close, respectively, and for the observer moving along the diagonal as
well. For the source and observer being close ,2 = 1.54λ, 30 terms are needed to ensure
error smaller than 10−4, and 3 terms are to be taken in a case 1 = 0.78λ to achieve error
rate 10−6, while for the inﬁnite periodic Gp accelerated only with Shanks’ transform needs
at least 180 partial sums to achieve error smaller than 10−2 in a singular case. Again, time
needed for the Shanks’ transform is 35 times bigger than for those needed with our method
55.83028s versus 1.552232s. These results are graphically presented in Fig. 4.12–Fig. 4.15.
In Fig. 4.16–Fig. 4.19 the GFs magnitude values of scalar and vector potentials, for diﬀerent
slab thicknesses and diﬀerent values of the relative permittivity εr, obtained by our method,
are presented. In Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 it is demonstrated, in a simple manner, the advan-
tage of our method over the Shanks’ transformation. The accuracies obtained for the diﬀerent
source-observer distances and a minimum number of terms needed to achieve desired accuracy
are shown. Fig. 4.22 gives magnitude distribution of the scalar potential periodic GFs for “on
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plane” case when the convergence of the series is extremely slow.
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Figure 4.12: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when Shanks method
applied - solid line and our method - dotted line.
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Figure 4.13: Relative error versus number of partial sums when Shanks method applied - solid line
and our method - dotted line.
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Figure 4.14: Magnitude of Green’s function versus number of partial sums when Shanks method
applied - solid line and our method - dotted line.
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Figure 4.15: Relative error versus number of partial sums when Shanks method applied - solid line
and our method - dotted line.
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Figure 4.16: Magnitude of scalar potential periodic Green’s function for diﬀerent slab thickness;
εr = 9.8.
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Figure 4.17: Magnitude of vector potential periodic Green’s function for three diﬀerent slab thick-
ness; εr = 9.8.
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Figure 4.18: Magnitude of scalar potential periodic Green’s function for diﬀerent slab thickness;
εr = 2.55.
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Figure 4.19: Magnitude of vector potential periodic Green’s function for three diﬀerent slab thick-
ness; εr = 2.55.
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Figure 4.20: Number of terms needed in Shanks’ transform for a given source observer distance to
certain accuracy - e.g. blue triangle with 10−3 means that after 4 terms for a given
normalized distance two successive terms diﬀer in only ﬁrst 3 digits.
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Figure 4.21: Number of terms needed in our approach for a given source observer distance to certain
accuracy.
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Figure 4.22: Magnitude distribution of scalar potential of the Green’s function on the unit cell with
periodicity a = b = 1.1λ, f = 30GHz and εr = 2.1.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we present a new approach for the fast and eﬃcient calculation of multilayered
GFs for the planar periodic structures. A new acceleration method combines successfully
the two approaches that we have found to be the most convenient ones for our applications:
Shanks’ - good convergence in general but encounters diﬃculties in a source close region,
and Ewald’s transformation - provides very fast convergence in a case of free space GF. We
have tried to beneﬁt of the advantages that oﬀer both techniques, ﬁrst splitting the sum into
two parts, dynamic and static part. Further, Shanks’ has been successfully applied to the
dynamic part of modal sums, whereas Ewald’s transform has been applied to the remaining
static part of the sum, transformed into an image series by means of Poisson’s summation
formula. An interesting convenience here was the possibility to implement Ewald’s in the same
way as it was done for the free-space GFs, skipping the use of more complicated techniques
like Generalized Pencil Of Function (GPOF) that is required in case when Ewald’s transform
is used for acceleration of the multilayered periodic GFs. The approach elaborated in [61]
can be used to calculate scalar potential GFs values. Our technique was applied in this work
only to the vector potential GFs. It can be applied to the scalar potential GFs as well, but it
requires ﬁrst the static part to be transformed in a form suitable to the application of Ewald’s
transform to the free-space GFs.
5 Numerical Analysis of Scattering by
Periodic Apertures in Conducting Screens of
Finite Thickness
5.1 Introduction
The scattering of an EM plane wave by a periodically perforated ground plane is a classical
problem in electromagnetic theory that ﬁnds numerous practical applications such as FSSs,
PBG, self-standing ground planes, thick conducting ﬁlms in microwave and mm-wave band,
to mention only a few.
The EM scattering from a screen perforated by apertures has been studied more than cen-
turies ago. Following papers reveal some interesting applications e.g. Bethe’s theorem [62],
metal-coated probe in a near-ﬁeld optical microscope [63] and the extraordinary optical trans-
mission through sub-wavelength hole arrays [64]. More “classic” EM applications are found
in [65] where EM scattering from a rectangular aperture in a thin conducting plane has been
studied with an operator equation. Finite-element method is used in [66, 67] to analyze scat-
tering from a rectangular cavity and aperture in a thick conducting plane. A conducting
screen perforated with multiple apertures is widely used as microwave FSSs. The scattering
from inﬁnite number of apertures in thick conducting screen is studied using MoM and the
Floquet space harmonics that have been applied to solve the IE by Chen [32]. In [68, 69] the
MoM has been used to compute the magnetic current on the ﬁnite number of apertures in an
inﬁnitely thin conducting plate. The Fourier transform and mode matching are used in [70]
to study radiation from a rectangular waveguide with a lossy ﬂange. The same numerical
tools are used in [71] to provide a formulation for electromagnetic scattering from multiple
rectangular apertures in a thick conducting screen. Electrostatic penetration into a rectan-
gular aperture and a slit in a conducting plane were also studied by the Fourier transform
and mode-matching method in [72, 73]. In this chapter we present a new approach to the
numerical analysis of the periodically perforated ground plane with ﬁnite thickness (Fig. 5.1).
The problem of scattering can be divided, using the equivalence theorem and introducing
magnetic currents, into two problems that are treated separately. The outer problem is treated
applying the MPIE. Ewald’s transform is used to accelerate the calculation of the MoM which
is more time consuming in the case of periodic problem due to the slow convergence of the
free space Green’s function. Thus, the slowly convergent Green’s function is converted into
the sum of two rapidly converging series which are written in terms of the complementary
error function. For more details see Chapter 3.
The inner problem (region inside the aperture) is treated with two diﬀerent approaches.
One way is to treat the aperture volume as a cavity (full-wave analysis), and solve it using
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Figure 5.1: Periodically perforated thick conducting screen.
a modal expansion of the Green’s functions. Although this model provides very accurate
results, the number of unknowns is twice the number in the corresponding inﬁnitely thin case.
Moreover, this strategy becomes very hard to implement for arbitrary slot cross-sections.
Another way to solve the inner problem is to replace the cavity by a 2-D object that has the
same geometry as the cross-section of the cavity and then apply the new approximate strategy
reported in [6]. Then the aperture’s thickness appears as a modiﬁcation in the corresponding
Green’s function. This strategy has been already successfully applied for the eﬃcient electro-
magnetic analysis of line-fed aperture antennas in thick conducting screens [74] and for thick
irises in rectangular waveguides [35]. In this chapter we apply the approximate approach to
eﬃciently solve the problem of scattering from thick periodic apertures. It combines success-
fully periodic GFs and approximate IE model and can be applied to apertures of arbitrary
shape where modal GFs become diﬃcult to compute for an arbitrary cross sections.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the ﬁrst part we present a new approach for solving
periodically perforated ground plane with ﬁnite thickness. Then, we explain two possible ways
for calculating the correction term that takes into account screen’s thickness. Finally, some
numerical examples are given to validate the theory and compare either to full-wave approach
or commercial software.
5.2 Scattering by Periodic Apertures in Conducting Screens with
Finite Thickness
In the introduction of the chapter we brieﬂy discuss how to solve the problem of scattering by
periodically perforated conducting screen. The basic idea is, as already mentioned, to divide
the problem into two problems as sketched in Fig. 5.2 that can be treated separately.
The outer problem is treated applying the MPIE. Ewald’s transform is used as a powerful
means to eﬃciently evaluate periodic GFs in the MoM matrix.
For solving the inner problem a better way is try to keep a numerical complexity (and a
number of unknowns) identical to the zero thickness formulation and yet include in the model
the eﬀect of the screen’s thickness. In the framework of integral equation formulations this
can be achieved by making the thickness appear as a modiﬁcation of the Green’s functions [6].
The integral equation remains the same as in the zero-thickness case, save for the correction
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Figure 5.2: Unit cell of a periodically perforated ground screen where the outer problems (Ia and Ib)
separated from the inner problem, (II) with the interfaces supporting equivalent magnetic
currents.
term, which provides a smooth transition from the thick aperture case to the zero-thickness
case. In the following subsections we will give more detailed explanation of tools used to solve
the problem of scattering by periodic apertures in thick conducting screen.
5.2.1 The Outer Problems
The periodic GFs and Ewald’s transform are elaborated in details in Chapter 3 provided with
explanations of particular variables. For the sake of completeness the compact formulas of
the periodic GFs and Ewald’s transform are mentioned below. The two outer problems (half
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Figure 5.3: Thick conducting screen periodically perforated with square apertures and illuminated
by plane wave.
spaces above and below the thick screen, see Fig. 5.2 are treated with the MPIE where the
inﬁnite periodic GFs, for the semi-inﬁnite free space case are used as a kernel. The incident
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ﬁeld is a plane wave with a propagation direction given by the spherical coordinates (θi, ϕi).
The periodic Green’s function in space domain is given by:
Gp(r|r′) = 2
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
e−jk0·ρmn×
e−jk0
√
|ρ−ρ′−ρmn|2+(z−z′)2
4π
√|ρ− ρ′ − ρmn|2 + (z − z′)2 , (5.1)
where k0 = 2π/λ is the free space wave number and ρmn is the translation vector for the
spatial lattice
ρmn = maxˆ + nbyˆ (5.2)
and
ρ = xxˆ + yyˆ (5.3)
ρ′ = x′xˆ + y′yˆ (5.4)
where primed and unprimed coordinates designate source and observer position vectors re-
spectively.
The periodic Green’s function, given by (5.1) is eﬃciently evaluated using Ewald’s trans-
formation. The series in (5.1) is expressed as a sum of two diﬀerent doubly inﬁnite series [51]:
Gp = G1 + G2 , (5.5)
where G1 and G2 are given by
G1 = 2 18ab
+∞∑
m,n=−∞
ejαmn·(ρ−ρ
′)
αmn
∑
±
e±2(z−z′)αmnerfc(αmnE ± (z − z′)E) ,
G2 = 2 18π
+∞∑
m,n=−∞
e−jk0·ρmn
Rmn
e−jk0·ρmn
∑
±
e±jk0Rmnerfc(RmnE ± jk02E ) .
(5.6)
E is a constant which has to be chosen in a way such that both of the series G1 and G2
have approximately the same convergence rate. Due to the asymptotical behavior of the
complementary error function, that appears in Ewald’s transformation [44, 59], the series in
G1 and G2 converge both rapidly.
5.2.2 The Inner Problem
Consider a structure as it is shown in Fig. 5.4. Eﬀectively, it is a side cut of a unit cell of
periodic structure Fig. 5.3. The structure can be treated (inside the aperture volume) as a
cavity using a modal expansion of the Green’s functions (see [6]) or using the approximate
approach for the apertures in thick conducting planes proposed in [6] as follows.
The equivalence theorem is used to ensure the continuity of the tangential components of
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Figure 5.4: Aperture in conducting screen
the electric ﬁelds on aperture interfaces introducing the equivalent magnetic currents. The
incident ﬁeld (Ei,Hi) is assumed to be in the lower region of the aperture. The boundary
conditions for magnetic ﬁeld need also to be fulﬁlled and they are given by:
zˆ × [H+(r1)−H−(r1)] = zˆ ×Hexc r1 ∈ S1 (5.7)
zˆ × [H+(r2)−H−(r2)] = 0 r2 ∈ S2 (5.8)
Following the procedure outlined in [6], all the scattered ﬁelds are expressed as convolutions
between the corresponding sources and Green’s functions (linearity and superposition of IE):
Hs(r) =
∫
S′
↔
G(r|r′)M(r′) dS′ = ↔G⊗M. (5.9)
Moreover, in the closed aperture region, taking into account the symmetry and reciprocity [75],
we only need two diﬀerent Green’s functions of the magnetic-magnetic (HM) type, namely,
↔
G (c)=HM (the cavity Green’s function with source and observer at the same horizontal interface)
and
↔
G c×HM (the cavity Green’s function with source and observer at diﬀerent horizontal inter-
faces). Then, according to [6], we deﬁne the sum and the diﬀerence cavity Green’s functions
as: ↔
GΣ =
↔
G= +
↔
G× (5.10)
↔
G∆ =
↔
G= − ↔G× (5.11)
where the ﬁrst term in both equations corresponds to the cavity GFs being on the same
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aperture interface and the second term to the cavity GFs being on the opposite aperture
interfaces.
Following this logic and using the strategy suggested in [6] we introduce new pair of un-
knowns:
MΣ =
M1 +M2
2
(5.12)
M∆ =
M1 −M2
2
(5.13)
that are a half sum and a half diﬀerence of the magnetic currents appearing on the aperture
interfaces.
Introducing this new pair of unknowns into the boundary conditions (5.7) and (5.8) we obtain
the following new set of integral equations:
Hexc + (
↔
G (1) +
↔
G (2) + 2
↔
G∆)⊗MΣ + (
↔
G (1) − ↔G (2))⊗M∆ = 0 (5.14)
(
↔
G (2) +
↔
G∆)⊗MΣ = (
↔
G (2) +
↔
GΣ)⊗M∆ (5.15)
And if we take as a ﬁrst approximation
M∆ ≈ 0 (5.16)
the system of equations (5.14) and (5.15) is transformed into
Hexc + (
↔
G(1) +
↔
G(2) + 2
↔
G∆)⊗MΣ = 0 (5.17)
that is eﬀectively equation in the form of zero-thickness case save for the correction term 2
↔
G∆.
In the section that follows the way how to calculate the correction term will be explained.
5.3 Correction Term Calculated Using Parallel-plate Approximation
The theory given here follows closely the part concerning the calculation of the cavity Green’s
functions explained in [74]. The cavity Green’s functions can be expanded in terms of the
eigenfunctions that depend on the shape of the cavity cross-section. However, if the lateral
dimensions of the cavity are big enough compared to its length (large aperture), the guiding
properties of the corresponding shallow cavity will be weak. And with the problem discretized
into a number of subsectional basis functions, the appropriate currents in the center of the
aperture will be only slightly aﬀected by the cavity borders. Therefore, the problem can be
treated as a parallel plate problem. The approximation will not be very accurate for the
current coeﬃcients belonging to the basis functions near the cavity borders. However, the
form of the cavity is taken into account by the lateral distribution of the basis functions.
Approximating the rigorous cavity formulation we avoid at the same time the summation of
slowly convergent modal series [49, 76], and, maybe even more advantageous, the evaluation
of the modal eigenfunctions for cavities with cross-sections of arbitrary shapes. It should be
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noted however that this approximation will remain valid for all shapes of the aperture as long
as the aperture thickness is suﬃciently small compared to its minimal lateral dimension.
For a parallel plate problem, the equivalent transmission line network given in Fig. 5.5 is
valid. The excitation with a voltage generator corresponds to a magnetic surface current on
the interface and yields the two currents
I
TM/TE
1 =
1
2π
1
jZTM/TEc tanβt
, (5.18a)
I
TM/TE
2 =
1
2π
1
jZTM/TEc sinβt
, (5.18b)
where ZTM/TEc is the characteristic impedance of the respective mode, namely β/(ωε) for the
TM mode and ωµ/β for the TE mode, and t is the thickness of the considered aperture. The
t
t, Z
TE/TM
c
M1
M2
I1
I2
1
2π
Figure 5.5: Equivalent TL network for a parallel plate problem [74].
correction terms of the potential Green’s functions are then obtained applying the zero order
inverse Sommerfeld transformation [27]
G
(c)∆xx
F = G
(c)∆ yy
F = S0
[
1
jω
(ITM1 − ITM2 )
]
, (5.19a)
G
(c)∆
W = S0
[
jω
k2ρ
(
ITE1 − ITE2 − (ITM1 − ITM2 )
)]
. (5.19b)
It should be noted that both currents ITM/TE1,2 go to inﬁnity when the thickness of the aperture t
approaches zero. However, their diﬀerence ITM/TE1 −ITM/TE2 , proportional to tan βt2 , converges
to zero when t → 0, ensuring this way a smooth transition to the zero thickness case.
5.4 Correction Term Calculated using Ewald’s Transform
One approach in eﬃcient computing of the correction term is to neglect the lateral cavity walls
and use a parallel plate Green’s function when computing the correction term (see Section 5.3).
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Another one, more accurate, is to use cavity potential Green’s functions.
Any potential Green’s function inside a rectangular cavity has in its expression the inﬁnite
sum of the basic image sets periodically translated along the x, y and z axes
Ψ =
1
4π
+∞∑
m,n,p=−∞
7∑
i=0
Si
e−jkRi,mnp
Ri,mnp
, (5.20)
where Si ∈ {Assi , F ssi , Vi,Wi} represent the signs of the images in the basic image sets for the
corresponding potential Green’s function. In the same expression, Ri,mnp is given by
Ri,mnp =
√
(Xi + 2ma)2 + (Yi + 2nb)2 + (Zi + 2pc)2, (5.21)
where Xi, Yi and Zi are the distances between the observer and images in basic image set and
their values are deﬁned for every image in a basic image set as following [37]:
Xi =
{
x− x′, i = 0, 1, 2, 3
x + x′, i = 4, 5, 6, 7 (5.22a)
Yi =
{
y − y′, i = 0, 1, 4, 5
y + y′, i = 2, 3, 6, 7 (5.22b)
Zi =
{
z − z′, i = 0, 2, 4, 6
z + z′, i = 1, 3, 5, 7 (5.22c)
Ri,mnp =
√
(Xi + 2ma)2 + (Yi + 2nb)2 + (Zi + 2pc)2 (5.22d)
Variables Xi, Yi and Zi depend on the position of the image in the basic image set.
Using Ewald’s transformation, the potential Green’s functions in rectangular cavity can be
summarized by the following equations
G = κΨ (5.23a)
Ψ = Ψ1 + Ψ2, (5.23b)
Ψ1 =
1
abc
+∞∑
m,n,p=0
εmεnεpkmnpf(kxmx, kxmx
′)g(kyny, kyny
′)h(kzpz, kzpz
′) (5.23c)
where
kmnp =
e−
α2mnp
4E2
α2mnp
, (5.23d)
αmnp =
(mπ
a
)2
+
(nπ
b
)2
+
(pπ
c
)2 − k2 (5.23e)
εν =
{
1, ν = 0
2, ν > 0
(5.23f)
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Ψ2 =
∑
m,n,p
7∑
i=0
Si
8πRi,mnp
(
e−jkRi,mnp erfc(Ri,mnpE − j k2E ) + e
jkRi,mnp erfc(Ri,mnpE + j
k
2E
)
)
(5.23g)
The complementary error function which appears in both series Ψ1 and Ψ2 makes these series
G κ f(x, x′) g(y, y′) h(z, z′) Si
GxxA µ cosx cosx
′ sin y sin y′ sin z sin z′ Axxi
GyyA µ sinx sinx
′ cos y cos y′ sin z sin z′ Ayyi
GzzA µ sinx sinx
′ sin y sin y′ cos z cos z′ Azzi
GV
1
ε sinx sinx
′ sin y sin y′ sin z sin z′ Vi
GxxF ε sinx sinx
′ cos y cos y′ cos z cos z′ F xxi
GyyF ε cosx cosx
′ sin y sin y′ cos z cos z′ F yyi
GzzF ε cosx cosx
′ cos y cos y′ sin z sin z′ F zzi
GW
1
µ cosx cosx
′ cos y cos y′ cos z cos z′ Wi
Table 5.1: The parameters for the potential Green’s functions in rectangular cavity, computed using
Ewald transformation.
converge rapidly. The best choice for the splitting parameter E is the one that balances the
rate of decay of the two series, making Ψ1 and Ψ2 contribute an equal number of terms to
the ﬁnal value Ψ. The approximation of the optimal value of E for 2-D series (rectangular
waveguide Green’s functions or 2-D periodic Green’s functions [51]), is given by
E =
√
π
ab
.
In the case of 3-D sums, the optimal parameter is given by [77]
E =
(
π2
1
a2
+ 1
b2
+ 1
c2
a2 + b2 + c2
)1/4
.
The correction factor is deﬁned as (5.11, 5.10)
↔
G∆xxF =
↔
G=xxF −
↔
G×xxF , (5.24a)
↔
G∆ yyF =
↔
G= yyF −
↔
G× yyF , (5.24b)
G∆W = G
=
W −G×W . (5.24c)
so in general for any potential GFs we can write
Ψ∆ = Ψ= −Ψ× (5.25)
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where
Ψ= = Ψ(z = 0, z′ = 0) (5.26)
Ψ× = Ψ(z = c, z′ = 0) (5.27)
as it is shown in Fig. 5.6 We will use cavity GFs to derive the new correction factor. In the
z
c
Figure 5.6: Lateral view of the cavity
case of cavity GFs we have to chose optimum value of the splitting parameter E for 3-D
sums [77] that is given by:
E =
(
π2
1
a2
+ 1
b2
+ 1
c2
a2 + b2 + c2
)1/4
.
where a, b and c are the dimensions of the cavity. First, we will take c very small and at the
same time a, b  c. As a consequence that gives large values for the splitting parameter E.
This means that in the equation:
Ψ = Ψ1 + Ψ2, (5.28)
large values of E will imply Ψ2 −→ 0 and Ψ1 ≈ 0.
Let us look at the deﬁnition of Ψ1
Ψ1 =
1
abc
+∞∑
m,n,p=0
εmεnεpkmnpf(kxmx, kxmx
′)g(kyny, kyny
′)h(kzpz, kzpz
′) (5.29)
where
kmnp =
e−
α2mnp
4E2
α2mnp
, (5.30)
αmnp =
(mπ
a
)2
+
(nπ
b
)2
+
(pπ
c
)2 − k2 (5.31)
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εν =
{
1, ν = 0
2, ν > 0
(5.32)
where three indices m,n, p can not be all at the same time equal 0.
For large values of E, kmnp from (5.30) becomes
kmnp ≈ 1
α2mnp
(5.33)
Now for Ψ=, Ψ× and Ψ∆ one can write
Ψ=1 =
1
abc
∑
m,n,p
εmεnεp
α2mnp
fgh(0, 0) (5.34)
Ψ×1 =
1
abc
∑
m,n,p
εmεnεp
α2mnp
fgh(c, 0) (5.35)
and
Ψ∆ = Ψ=1 −Ψ×1 =
1
abc
∑
m,n,p
εmεnεp
α2mnp
fg(h(0, 0)− h(c, 0)) (5.36)
Since for all GxxF , G
yy
F and GW (see Table 5.1)
h(z, z′) = cos(kzpz) cos(kzpz′) (5.37)
we have
h(0, 0)− h(c, 0) = 1− cos(kzpc)
= 1− cos(pπ
c
c)
= 1− (−1)p (5.38)
Finally for Ψ∆ we obtain following
Ψ∆ =
1
abc
∑
m,n,p
εmεnεp
α2mnp
fg[1− (−1)p]. (5.39)
We also see the following
1
c
· 1
α2mnp
=
c
c2α2mnp
=
c(
mπ
a c
)2 + (nπb c)2 + (pπ)2 − k2c2 (5.40)
When c → 0 then denominator of (5.40) goes to (pπ)2 i.e. ﬁnite value what is important in
terms of numerical simulations and nominator of (5.40) goes to 0, so we have
lim
c→0
Ψ∆ = 0 (5.41)
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In other terms the smooth transition to the zero thickness case is provided as well.
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5.5 Results
In order to show till which extent the “delta” model of Green’s function [6] can be applied to
our case of thick periodic apertures, some numerical results are presented below.
5.5.1 Current distribution
The unit cell of the periodic structure is a λ× λ square of thickness λ/10. Cell periodicity is
given by a = b = 1.2λ. The periodic structure is excited with a normally incident plane wave
having its electric ﬁeld along the y-coordinate. Logically the most interesting component in
this case is the magnetic current along the x-axis. This component was considered in two
planes, the longitudinal one x = λ/2 and the transversal one y = λ/2. The results are
presented in Fig. 5.7–Fig. 5.9. The exact results are obtained applying the cavity method,
giving the value of the currents on both sides of the aperture. The approximation yields the
values of the current that are almost the exact arithmetic average of the currents obtained
by the cavity model. The values obtained by the zero-thickness model match better the
current values in the excitation side of the aperture but provide a poor representation of the
phenomena arising in the aperture side opposite to the excitation. The approximation in [6]
is less time consuming compared to the cavity model and invariant to the aperture shape, in
which case the cavity model gets very complicated.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized x–component of the magnetic current along the line y = λ/2 over a square
λ×λ aperture of thickness λ/10. Normal incidence. Plane wave illumination. Periodicity
of the structure a = b = 1.2λ. ◦ – M1,  – M2,  – MΣ, ∗ – zero-thickness slot. Solid
line – real part, dashed line – imaginary part.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized y–component of the magnetic current along the line x = λ/2 over a square
λ×λ aperture of thickness λ/10. Normal incidence. Plane wave illumination. Periodicity
of the structure a = b = 1.2λ. ◦ – M1,  – M2,  – MΣ, ∗ – zero-thickness slot. Solid
line – real part, dashed line – imaginary part.
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(a) Normalized x–component of the magnetic current
along the line y = λ/2 over a square λ × λ aperture
of thickness λ/10.
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(b) Normalized y–component of the magnetic current
along the line x = λ/2 over a square λ × λ aperture
of thickness λ/10.
Figure 5.9: Normal incidence. Plane wave illumination. Periodicity of the structure a = b = 1.6λ.
◦ – M1,  – M2,  – MΣ, ∗ – zero-thickness slot. Solid line – real part, dashed line –
imaginary part.
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(a) Component M1 of normalized magnitude of the x-component of magnetic current
over a λ×λ aperture of thickness λ/10 - lower aperture interface (full cavity approach).
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(b) Component MΣ of normalized magnitude of the x-component of magnetic current
over a λ× λ aperture of thickness λ/10 - average value using the approach in [6].
Figure 5.10
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5.5.2 Time study
In Figure 5.11 the computational time versus the number of the unknowns is presented. A
periodic structure with the periodicity 1.7λ formed by square apertures size 3λ/2 × 3λ/2 of
thickness λ/10 was taken as an example. The structure is illuminated by a normal incidence
plane wave from below having the magnetic ﬁeld polarized in the x-direction. Both the full-
wave cavity and the approximate approach ( Section 5.3) have been tested. The delta approach
remains simpler and faster although here the gain in computer time is not so impressive. This
is due to the overhead introduced in periodic problems by the Green’s function computation,
even when Ewald’s acceleration is used.
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Figure 5.11: Computational time versus the number of unknowns for the full-wave method (◦) and
the delta approach (×) for the periodic structure of the thickness λ/10.
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5.5.3 Radiation pattern
The scattering by a ﬁnite periodic structure of apertures is simulated in order to examine the
inﬂuence of the screen thickness on the ’far-ﬁeld’ parameters. The inﬁnite periodic GFs is
taken as a ﬁrst approximation for the structure consisted of 3× 3 apertures of length 10λ and
width λ/10. The inﬁnite sum in GFs is truncated after ﬁrst three partial sums. The radiation
pattern for the unit cell of a structure Fig. 5.12 is given in Fig. 5.13. In fact, the “inﬁnite
approach” gives better approximate solution for the cells that are in the same environment as
if they would be in an inﬁnite array i.e. unit cell than for those that are on the edge and having
diﬀerent environment. Although the diﬀerence between the three presented approaches is not
remarkable it shows that the presented approach and full-wave method agree well (especially
in the side-lobe levels).
unit cell
λ/10
10λ
λ/10
Figure 5.12: Aperture 10λ×λ/10 taken as unit cell of periodic structure of the thickness λ/10. Plane
wave impinging from below the perforated screen with incidence angle θi = 45◦
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Figure 5.13: Radiation pattern of the unit cell of ﬁnite periodic structure consisted of 3×3 elements-
slot 10λ × λ/10 taken as unit cell of periodic structure of the thickness λ/10. Plane
wave impinging from below the perforated screen with incidence angle θi = 45. Solid
line – approach, dashed line – full wave method, dashed dot – zero thickness method.
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5.5.4 Reﬂection/Transmission coeﬃcients
Although good for evaluating the current distribution and radiation pattern the approach
in Section 5.3 did not give results accurate enough for calculating the transmission and reﬂec-
tion coeﬃcients for periodically perforated conducting screen. Thus, following the approach
explained in 5.4 the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients for the test-structure in Fig. 5.14
are evaluated. The simulations were carried out for the zero thickness screen and for the
screen’s thickness of c = 0.1mm and compared to the results obtained using the commercial
software HFSS.
The dimensions of the unit cell - test-structure are given by a = 22.86, b = 10.16, a1 =
11.43, b1 = 5.08; all the dimensions are given in mm. For the central frequency f = 15GHz we
have that the ﬁnite screen thickness is c = 0.1mm = λ/200 which is of practical interest ( in [4]
states that all the screen thicknesses greater than λ/1000 cannot be neglected). In Fig. 5.15
and Fig. 5.16 we show the results of simulations obtained with our approach and with HFSS.
The good agreement can be observed between the two approaches.
x
y
a
b
a1
b1
(a) Top view.
z
c
(b) Side view.
Figure 5.14: Unit cell of the periodically perforated conducting screen.
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Figure 5.15: Reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients for the zero thickness screen.
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Figure 5.16: Reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients for the screen thickness c = 0.1mm.
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5.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents an approximate and eﬃcient IE approach that can be applied to EM
analysis of conducting screens of ﬁnite thickness, periodically perforated by apertures of arbi-
trary shape. In this way the accurate and reliable results for important parameters in solving
such structures, in particular calculation of the transmission and reﬂection coeﬃcients, are
provided. To emphasize, the complexity is in the range of zero-thickness approach and a good
agreement with full-wave cavity approach is observed.
It is important to mention that the modeling of periodically perforated screens gives accu-
rate results as far as the thickness of the aperture in the screen remains an order of magnitude
smaller than its lateral dimensions.
In addition, we have performed a systematic study of computer time gain when the delta
approach is used. It must be said that for the same accuracy the delta models halves the
number of unknowns and this is an essential advantage only partially dimmed in the periodic
case by the complexity of the associated GFs.
Moreover, a new original way of calculating the correction term in the approximate approach
has been shown. It uses Ewald method applied to rectangular cavity potential GFs.

6 Conclusions and Perspectives
6.1 Thesis assessment
The present work has focused on numerical modeling of planar periodic structures in electro-
magnetics.
A commonly used numerical procedure for solving Maxwell’s equations in planar micro-
and millimeter wave structures consists of the application of Integral Equations in combina-
tion with the Method of Moments (IE/MoM). Although electromagnetic analysis based on
Maxwell’s equations is rigorous, to model periodic structures in microwave and millimetar
wave range, it needs to be transformed into computer-convenient form. To do so, some ap-
proximations need to be adopted.
In science and engineering, numerical modeling of real-life structures, independently of the
chosen technique (MoM, FEM, FDTD, ...) the problem i.e. structure needs to be discretized.
In other terms structure surface/volume should be discretized into smaller pieces of surface
or volume. In this work we have used the Method of Moments that is particularly well-suited
for planar surface problems, and in combination with the Mixed Potential Integral Equation
(MPIE), oﬀers a possibility to treat planar periodic problems. The periodic Green’s functions
are incorporated in the IE/MoM solution for planar periodic structures and therefore we have
used them in their image (spatial) and modal (spectral) formulation or both. Periodic struc-
tures (FSSs, PBG) are ﬁlters for microwaves, allowing the propagation for a certain frequency
range and/or prohibiting the propagation for other frequencies. A complete study of periodic
structures (FSSs, PBGs) includes always the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients evalua-
tion. They provide the most important information for periodic structures, their behavior in
a certain frequency range is further used in design of such devices. All this theoretical issues
have been elaborated in Chapter 2.
The periodic Green’s functions are involved in the EM analysis of planar periodic structures
and, depending on the application, are either free-space GFs or multilayered GFs. Free-space
GFs are suitable for the analysis of self-supporting metallic patches, or conducting ﬁlms in
millimeter and submillimeter wave bands. Planar periodic structures are, in printed planar
circuit technologies, often deposited on dielectrics and in that case the multilayered GFs
are needed. Although the Green’s functions in the EM community have been studied for
a long time the reason why we still speak about them are the slow convergence problems
that appear in case of inﬁnite sums of GFs aﬃliated to the periodic problems. These issues
have been discussed in Chapter 3. We have explored the eﬃciency of diﬀerent accelerating
techniques of general and speciﬁc types and applied them, ﬁrst to 1-D sums that are of the
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same nature as periodic GFs. Then, after having found Shanks’ transform to be the most
appropriate general technique, we proceeded to the acceleration of 2-D GFs involved in real
planar structures’ modeling. We have faced diﬀerent problems arising in the acceleration of
periodic GFs with Shanks’ transform in terms of diﬀerent ways of summing up the inﬁnite
series that we proposed, numerical instabilities and diﬀerent problem formulations, such as
modal and image formulation.
In the next chapter, we have proposed a new method for the acceleration of vector potential
GFs for multilayered structures, combining successfully the two approaches that we have found
to be the most convenient ones for our applications: Shanks’ and Ewald’s transform. We have
tried to beneﬁt of the advantages that oﬀer both techniques, ﬁrst splitting the sum into two
parts, dynamic and static part. Further, Shanks’ has been successfully applied to the dynamic
part of modal sums, whereas Ewald’s transform has been applied to the remaining static part
of the sum, transformed into an image sum by means of Poisson’s summation formula. An
interesting convenience here was the possibility to implement Ewald’s in the same way as
it was done for the free-space GFs, skipping the use of more complicated techniques like
Generalized Pencil Of Function (GPOF) that is required in case when Ewald’s transform is
used for accelerating the multilayered periodic GFs.
Numerous radiating structures, in particular those including periodic apertures, have been
analyzed considering a classic problem of scattering by apertures in inﬁnitely thin screen (zero-
thickness screen). However, for higher operating frequencies and for self-supporting metallic
structures, the thickness of metallic screens must be taken into account.
In Chapter 5 a new approach for the eﬃcient analysis of periodically perforated ground
planes with ﬁnite thickness has been proposed. The problem of scattering by a screen of ﬁnite
thickness can be separated into two problems that are treated separately. One is a periodic
problem and related to the outer problem that is eﬃciently evaluated by means of Ewald’s
transform. The another one is a cavity problem and linked with the inner problem. Moreover,
we proposed two approximations that take into account the ﬁnite thickness of the aperture
cavity. The proposed approximation allows the thick conducting screen to be modeled as zero-
thickness screen, and the thickness appears only as a modiﬁcation in the Green’s function of
the problem. The correction factor is computed using two approaches: the parallel plate GFs
and Ewald’s transform applied to rectangular cavity potential GFs. In the ﬁrst technique
the lateral aperture walls are neglected. The parallel plate GFs approach is advantageous
in terms of CPU time, but its main advantage is its simplicity that is a consequence of the
zero-thickness case. When higher accuracies are desired it is more suitable to compute the
correction term using the second approach. The results have been compared to commercial
software and a good agreement could be observed.
6.2 Perspectives
Although there are surely many ways left to be explored in “inﬁnite periodic structures”
in my humble opinion this work has opened some problems that might suggest interesting
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phenomena to explore in the direction of ﬁnite periodic structures.
Not just that in real life all planar structures are of ﬁnite extent, but from the mathematical
point of view the ﬁnite structures are more challenging. It is known that ﬁnite structures in
many aspects behave like inﬁnite periodic structures but this usually concerns the “inner part
of the structure” while current distributions and scattering for those cells that do not “see”
an inﬁnite environment deviate signiﬁcantly from those of an inﬁnite structure.
Therefore, it would be interesting to ﬁnd out the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of
such structures and for example taking into account the ﬁnite thickness of conducting screen
and furthermore to introduce losses in perfectly conducting screens.
Those who use the method of moments for modeling know that besides the subsectional
basis functions certain structures can be modeled using the entire domain basis functions.
Moreover, in our laboratory the technique of so called Macro Basis Functions (MBFs) that
has proven to be eﬃcient in modeling the large printed antenna arrays, has been developed.
The basic idea of the method is to break a given geometry of the structure into smaller
regions (subdomains) and perform numerical solutions for them. The set of isolated solutions
on the individual subsectional basis functions belonging to a given subdomain is merged into
so-called macro-basis functions (MBFs). Thus, it would be interesting to combine MBFs and
the inﬁnite structure approach. For example, divide the periodic structure into parts that can
be solved via an “inﬁnite approach” and those that cannot. Then, to the part that cannot be
treated by an inﬁnite approach apply MBFs. Another example are ﬁnite by inﬁnite structures.
This type of structures, that are in one dimension larger than in the other one might be solved
by an hybrid approach that combines MBFs with inﬁnite approach. The inﬁnite approach for
1-D array could be applied along the large (inﬁnite) dimension. Then the solution of each of
1-D arrays becomes new cell for MBFs approach. Then in the small direction we have ﬁnite
number of cells on which the MBFs approach could be applied. The potential application of
such structures might be in radar design.
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